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= i have told you of the many success stories taken from our / 
Tiles of veterans whom the War Assete Administration has set up into Little 

businesses of their own, or supplied them with the tools necessary to ’ 
their employment by others, and also of the merchandise sold to them for 
resale. 

Here in sn interesting item. We had = call from a Miss Muriel 
Arbus.... If you net Mice Arbus at a cocktail party or a church festival =| 
eet hon | 
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The exploration of the world of atoms which this century 

has brought has hardly any parallel in the history of science 

as regards progress in imowledge and mastery of that nature of 

which we ourselves are part. However, with every increase in 

knowledge and possibilities is connected a greater responsibili- 

ty, and the fulfillment of the rich promises and the elimination 

of the new dangeps involved in the atomic age confront our whole 

: tion with a most serious challenge, which can be met 

operation of all people, resting on a mutual under- 

human fellowship. For the hope to bridge diver- 

differences in people's living conditions and 

£ importance that science, which Imows no na- 

a. . rested on a world-wide cooperation, have not only 

sight in a new domain of experience, but have 

problems of Imowledge in anew light. = 

might perhaps seem surprising that atomic 

in a lesson of general charatcer, but we 

stages of its development it has con 

pt Ehqrintse. -Sothuaasaay aaass 
limit, for the aivisival 

basis for understanding 4 

1 phenomena 2 spite of | all 7 

~~ \ 

We 



multiferiousness and variability. Even if, during the develop- 
@ Renaissance, atomic ideas 

it was right up until this cen- 
one had here to do with a hypo- 

Thus, it was taken for granted that our sense organs, 
S composed of practically innumerable atoms, were much © to observe the Smallest parts of matter. tion was, however, 

Scoveries at the 

es in 

ment of Physics ang chenistry in th | became more and more fruitful, | 
tury a widespread opinion that 
thesis. 

This situa- 
to become essentially changed by the great 
turn of the century and, as is well known, 

tal technique made it possible to record 

particles Composing the atoms themselves. 
g the deep influence exerted by ancient 

opment of the mechanical conception of na- 
the study of dinmediately accessible astro- 
erience which made it Possible to trace 
sed in so-called Classical physics. With 

Ccording to which the account of phenomena 
ble quantities, one succeeded in libera. 
Sons with feelings of strain when we 

es for our actions, which had so long hinderea 

ion of the state at any subse 
it was also possible to account 

. This required, however, that the 

Systeg include, besides the po- 
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sitions and velocities of the electrified and magnetized bodies, 

the strength and direction of the electrical and magnetic forces 
at every point of Space at the given moment. 

The conceptual framework characteriging classical physics 

wes long thought to provide the right tool for the description 

of all physical phenomena and not least was it suited to utilize 
and develop atomic ideas. Of course, for systems such as ordin- 

ry bod which are composed of an enormous number of consti- 

uld be no question of an exhaustive description 

stan. Waithout abandoning the determinist- 

possible, however, on the basis of the prin- 

al nics, to deduce statistical regularities 

operties of bodies. Even if the mechanical 

be it a complete reversal of the course of the 

she charafcteristic feature of irreversibility 

d a full explanation in the statistical 

gui ting from the interaction, of the mole- 

naan of the application of mechanics 

spensability of atomic ideas in the 

and Gnried the first - of 

ne substances.  fampepy J 

n of the foundation of the wk ogni 

open the way to the recognition of a 

¢ processes far beyond the old doc~ 

ibility of matter. As is well mown, 

or the phenomena of heat radiation 

scope of classical physical ideas. 

etic waves had already provided a 
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basis for an understanding of the propagation of light, permitting 

in great measure an explanation of the optival properties of sub- 

Stances, but the endeavours to account for the radiation equi- 

librium confronted such ideas with insurmountable difficulties. 

Just the circumstance that one had here to do with arguments based 

on general principles and quite independent of special assumptions 

Fegarding the constituents of the substances led Planck, in the 

first year of this century, to the discovery of the universal 

quantum of action which showed clearly that the classical physic- 

al description is an idealization of limited applicability. In 

newt on the ordinary scale, the actions involved are so large 

4 quantum that this can be left out of considera- 

n proper quantum processes, we meet regularities 

e foreign to the mechanical conception of na- 

fy pictorial deterministic description. 

% -----+-------- oo 

ue with which Planck's discovery confronted the 

nothing less than, through a thorough analysis of 

for the application of our most elementary 

de room for the quantm of action in a rational 

the classical physical description. During 

quantum physics, entailing so many surprises, 

t been reminded of the difficulties of 

in a domain of experience 80 far from that 

means of expression are adapted. ‘The 

de possible by a wide and intensive 

+s from many countries, whose dis 

most fruitful way to bring the 



problem into ever sharper focus. At this occasion, of course, 

it will not be possible to deal in detail with individual contri- 

butions, and as a background for the following considerations I 

shall only remind you briefly of some of the main features of 

the development. 

While Planck cautiously limited himself to statistical 

arguments and emphasized the difficulties, in a more detailed y 

“description, of abandoning the classical foundation, Einstein 

e same year that he gave the framework of classical 

uch harmonious completion in establishing the theory 

iy - daringly pointed to the necessity of taking the 

#ion into account in individual quantum phenomena. 

showed that the description of observations 

tric effects requires that the tranamissiong 

the electrons expelled from the substances 

é absorption of @ so-called radiation 

id be no question, however, of simply re- 

ture of particles the idea of waves indispens- 

nt of the propagation of light, one was here 

sculiar dilema, the solution of which was to 

sis of the scope of pictorial ideas. 

| thie question was further accentuated — 

ry of the atomic nucleus which, despite 

almost the whole mass of the atom and 

esponds to the number of electrons 

p one hand, one got a simple picture 

weting the ‘application of mechanical 

the other hand, it was citar that, 



Sccording to classical Physical principles, no configuration 
©f electrical particles wil Possess a stability necessary for 
the explanation of the physical and chenical properties of the 
atoms. In particular, according to classical electromagnetic 
theory, every motion of the electrons around the atomic nucleus 
would give rise to a continual radiation of energy implying a 
Tapid contraction of the system until the electrons became 
United with the nucleus into a neutralparticle of dimensions 
vas relatively to those which must be ascribed to the atoms. 

therto entirely incomprehensible eapirical laws for 

of the elements, one got however a hint as to 

portance of the quantum of action for the stability 

r tions of the atoms. 

t of departure became here the so-called quantum 

g to which every change in the energy of an 

result of a complete transition between two 

tates. By further assuming that all atomic 

involve the emission or absorption of a 

antum, it became possible to determine from the 

values of the stationary states. ‘Evidently, 

of a deterministic description, the expla- 

ibility of the transition processes and their 

onditions was excluded. However, by 

espondence principle, according to — 

bh with the classically expected course 

for directives for a statistical 

tion compatible with the quantum 

a survey of electron bindings 



in the atoms which reflected many properties of the substances. 
Still, it became more and more clear that, ih order to obtain a 
consistent account of atomic phenomena, it was necessary to re- 
nuneiate to a still higher degree the use of pictures and by a 
Fadical reformulation of the whole description to provide room 
for all features implied by the quantum of action. 

The solution which was reached through ingenious contri- 
butions from many of the most eminent theoretical physicists of 
Our time was Surprisingly simple. Just as in the formulation 

tivity theory, adequate tools were found in highly de- 
thenatical abstractions. The quantities which in 
ys are used to describe the state of a systen 

n the quanta mechanical formalism by symbolic 

Sommutability is limited vy rules containing 
implies that quartities such as positional 

ponding momentum components of particles 

e ascribed definite values, Just in 
fcal character of the formalicn appears 

tion of the description of classical 
zation further pemitted a consequent 

mlaritics which limit the individuality of 

physical pictures, 22 
otum mechanical methods it was Ppossib- 

lecount for a large domain of experience 
hemical properties of oe . 

wifying in detail the binding of 
» but also in obtaining deep 
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ments. The experimental conditions can be varied in many ways, 
but the point is that in each case we must be able to communicate 
to others what we have done and what we have learned, and that 
therefore the functioning of the measuring instruments must be 
described within the framework of classical physical ideas. 

As all measurenents thus concern only bodies which are 
sufficiently heavy to pemit in their deseription the neglect 

of the quantum, there is stricth speaking no new observational 

Problem in atomic physics. The amplification of atomic effects, 

ch kes it possible to base the account on measurable quan- 

ie which gives the phenomena a peculiar closed character, 

the irreversibility characteristic of the very 

e,within the frame of classical 

in principle between the descrip- : =e hs é f +! mg instruments and the objects under investi- > 2 

\ SPAR». Se : i» However, essentially different regarding j 

6 the question of the stability : | 
8 themselves point to a limitation | 

¢ systems, but even within the _ ] | 

‘this idea can be upheld, the ’ 
tions on the description of the 

fepace time coordinates and mo- 
the deterministic description _ 

sa ¢ assumption of an unrestricted 
don and 4; 

* i gape % 

tion can be 



The clarification of this main point was furthered espe- 
cdally by reference to the role of the interaction between ob- 

jects and measuring instrments in the description of quantum 
phenomena. Thus, as pointed out by Heisenberg, the quantum of 
action implies that locating an object in a limited space time 
domain involves an exchange of momentum and energy, being the 

greater the smaller the domain chosen, between instrujent and 

object. It was therefore of utmost importance to investigate 
to what extent such interaction entailed in observation can be 
Separately taken into account in the description of phenomena. 

Question has been the focus of much discussion, and many 

@iming at complete control of all interactions have 
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tal 

in the well defined description of the phenomena. In this con- 

nection, the indivisibility of quantum phenomena finds its con- 

Sequent expression in the circumstance that every definable sub- 

division would require a change of the experimental arrangement 

with the appearance of new individual phenomena. ‘Thus, the very 

foundation of a deterministic description has disappeared and 

the statistical character of the predictions is evidenced by the 

that observations corresponding to different possible in- 

processes will in general appear under the same experi- 

have not only clarified the already 

ght propagation, but have also 

nding paradoxes brought up by later . 

4 representation of the behaviour | 

» of course, we cannot seek a physic- } | 

| 
sense, but only that removal of al 

is all we can oo estcee waa x 

t tie contrasts exhibited om ; 
conditions,  — 
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al conditions, as well as our freedom to choose these, is fully 

retained. The whole formalism, whose application is well defined 
only as regards closed phenomena, must in all such respects be 
considered a rational generalization of classical physics. 

In view of the influence of the mechanical conception of 

nature on philosophical thinking, it is understandable that in — 

various circles the notion of complementarity has been regarded — 

entailing a reference to the subjective observer incompatible 

hiobjectivity of scientific description. Of course, in every 

f experience we must retain a sharp separation between 

and the content of the observations, but we must 

the quantum of action has thrown 

of the deseription of nature and 

positions for the rational use 

cations of experience rest. 

Seen, an account of the function- 

8 is indispensable for the defi- 
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consideration of the use of our means of communication for objoct- 

> ive description in other domains of experience. Notlleast, the 

particular enphasis on the observational problem raises the quest 

fon of the position of living organiems in the description of na- 
ture and of our own situation as thinking and acting beings. Even 

if, within the frame of elessical physical ideas, it was possible 

to 9 certain extent to compare organisms to machines, it was clear 

that such comparisons d4a not properly recognize many of the cha- 

racteristics of life, end the inadequacy of the mechanical con- 

on of nature, as regards the account of man's situation, | 

xpression particularly in the difficulties entailed in 

ve distinction between soul and body. 1-Cag 

ch we are here confronted are obvious= 

= 

A 

- 

gb 

ever, just the recognition om © . 

such pictures in the account » >} i 

as to how, confronted with thi ooo—elll 

| we Shall comprehend experi 

ee 
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integrity and adaptability, which implies that the description of internal functions of an organism and its reaction to external stimuli often requires the word purposeful, foreign to physics and chenistry. Even 4f the results of atomic physics have found nultifarsious applications in biophysics and biochemistry, the 
closed individual quontua phenonena exhibit, of course,ne feature 
Suggesting the notion of life. As we have seen, the description 
of atomic phenomena, exhaustive within a wide domain of exper= 
iemee, rested on the free use of the measuring instruments ne- 
omy for the well defined application of the elementary con- 

Ss In a living organism, however, such a distinction between 

e must be prepared that every @x= 

g at 2 description, well defined in 

‘Of the functioning of the Ss * 

e display of life. ey 
&e references to features of whole- —_ 
“ ? organisms are used along with » 
Ss on their structure and regulzx- ®) 

# ght such great pro not least 

ot hayndeedes tieal *3, 
jeans of expression used for the 



use words 

viour of anima 

well as t 

iption of the 

tation 
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we must recognize not only thatpsyehi¢al experiences cannot be b > subjected to physical neasurenents, but that, moreover, the very 

concept of volition, far from referring to a gen of 
deterministic eseription, fron the outset ains at the 2 poseibili- 
ties of lites ‘Without entering into the old philosophical ais- ‘ 
cussion of the freedom of the will, I shall only remind you that » L 
in the objective description of our situation the use of the w 
w corresponds closely to that of words like hope and responsi- 

Aty equally indispensable in human communication. . > Pr 

’ reached probleas which touch human i we \ : 

msness of the means of 

lity of characterizing, wiz: 

vidual in the Society. In view of — 
< = 

Habited by human cultures dev 

ife, one can, in a certain sense, call 
\ 7 - 

s those we 

of physics 
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Unity of Hu nan nowledge Niels Bohr 
question alluded to in the ti "from implying a schism between human- is as m and physical science, this develop- 

no ment entails a message of importance for 
our attitude to common human problems, 
which — as shall try to show — has given 
the old question of the unity of knowledge 
new perspective. 

The pursuit of scientific inquiry with 
the aim of augmenting and ordering our 
experience of the world around us has 
through the ages proved fertile, not least 
for the continual progress of technology 
which to so great an extent has changed 

e frame of our daily life. While early 
ents of astronomy, geodesy, and 
in Egypt, Mesopotamia, India, 

a@ were primarily directed to 
ements of the community, it is 
greece that we first meet with 
deavours to clarify the basic 

e description and ordering 

e admire the Greek 
ho in many respects 

ion on which Jater 
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Comment 
Half a century ago, Dr. Niels Bohr opened the way for a theory of matter 
that explained, in the words of Dr. P. A. M. Dirae, a noted British physicist, 
“most of Physics and all of chemistry?’ ‘To this, Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer 
has added, “and therefore all of life.” The theory is quantum mechanics, It 
began in 1913 with Dr. Bohr's explanation of the hydrogen atom. It remains, 
along with the theory of relativity, one of the great benchmarks of scientific thought in the first half of the twentieth century. 

Although his research opened the door to the s Bohr was always sensitive to the terrible bomb. He urged that nations leave off the manufacturing of such bombs in time of peace and adopt a system of international He was a leader in the effort to est 
center in Geneva. Former Preside 
a man ded 

plitting of the ator, Dr. 
destructive capacity of the atomic 

control of atomic energy. 
ablish an international nuclear research 

int Eisenhower said of him: “Seldom has 
himself more single-mindedly to the search of knowledge 

id than has Dr. Bohr in his half century as a scientist 
in described him thus: “Personally, Bohr is one 

@agues I have met. He utters his opinions like one 
Wer like one who believes himself to be in posses- 

ed last year when the late Dr, Bohr's son, himself 
, wrote us asking whether we were interested in 
collection of his father’s essays. We had served as 

on an earlier occasion; we were pleased to do so 
WORLD OF wiLty carries an essay from Niels Bohr’s 

veloping technology in all fields of engi. neering. 
Abstract cards are printed for article selected for review in Engineering Index. These 3 x 5 cards include subject heading. title of the article, name of the author, name and date of the publ and a brief summary of the article. Sub. scribers receive cards according to fields of interest, selecting as much or as little of the service as they need. 

All. publications indexed are Pperma- nently filed in the Engineering Societies Library, Photoprints, microfilm, and trans- lations of any article indexed may be ob- tained from the Library‘at'minimal cost. 

Paul Koshiud. Goamultaiit to several 
cientie publishing houses and the first recipient of the Tate Medal oF 

the i Institute of Physiesy 
Tied in London on Januiry2s, 1963, 
it the f 68. 
DeiyRosbaud spent a long and 

fruitfullearcer as « scientif@ elton 
He had aityunusual abitity to stimu: 
late the uthors which together 
With his Charming and unassuming, 
Personality, made himinstrumental int the creation of many great books, 
handbooks, and journals, 

tn 1956 Dr, Rosbaud became 
European editor, for Interscience 
Poblishers, : 

Graphic Standards, pub 
Wiley in 1933, and now in its 
edition. 



The Unity of Human Knowledge Q (Cover story continued) 
mathematical symbols and ‘ on simple Operations is 

cise or too cumbersome, In view of 

individual subjective judgment and there- fore objective in the sense that it can be unambiguously communicated in the com- mon human language. 
As regards the very concepts of space and time reflected in the Primitive use of words as here and there, and before and after, itis to be remembered how essential the immense speed of light propagation, compared with the velocities of the bodies in our neighbourhood, is for our 

orientation. However, the surprise that it Proved impossible even by the most Te- measurements to ascertain, in labo- ratory experiments, any effect of the orbi- 
tal motion of the earth around the sun, revealed that the shape of rigid bodies and their mutual distances would be differ- ently perceived by observers swiftly moy- 
ing relative to each other, and that even events, which by one observer would be judged as simultaneous, by another could 
be reckoned as occurring at different mo- 
ments, Far from giving rise to confusing complications, the recognition of the ex- 

to which the account of physical ex- 
co on the standpoint of the 

Proved most fertile in tracing 
ntal Jaws valid for all observers, 

general theory of relativity, 
n in renouncing all ideas 
and time gave our world 

experience in a manner independent of 

maintaining a sharp separation between ‘Space and time and of surveying how any 

New fundamental aspects of the obser- vational problem, entailing a revision of the very foundation for the analysis of Phenomena in terms of cause and effect, were to be uncovered by the development initiated by Planck's discovery of the uni- Yersal quantum of action in the first year of this Cae In fact, this 
Proved that the wide applicability of so- 

lassical 
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The Unity of Human Knowledge 

Continued) 

look at the moon in a telescope we receive 
light from the sun reflected from the 
moon-surface, but the recoil from this re- 
Section is far too small to have any effect 
on the position and velocity of a body as 
heavy as the moon. If, however, we have 
to do with atomic systems, whose consti- 
tution and reactions to external influence 
are fundamentally determined by the 
quantum of action, we are in a quite dif- 
ferent position. 

Faced with the question of how under 
such circumstances we can achieve an ob- 
jective description, it is decisive to realize 
that however far the phenomena transcend 
the range of ordinary experience, the de- 
scription of the experimental arrangement 
and the recording of observations must be 
based on common language. In actual ex- 
perimentation this demand is amply satis- 
fied with the specification of the experi- 
mental conditions throu 

It is in this situation that the notion of 
complementarity is called for to provide 
a frame wide enough to embrace the ac- 
count of fundamental regularities of na- 
ture which cannot be comprehended with- 
in a single picture. Indeed, evidence ob- 
tained under well-defined experimental 
conditions — and expressed by adequate 
use of elementary physical concepts — ex- 
hausts in its entirety all information about 
the atomic objects which can be communi- 

regarded as a rational generalization of 
the conceptual framework of classical 
physics. For our theme, however, the deci- 
sive point is that the physical content of 
quantum mechanics is exhausted by its 
Power to formulate statistical laws govern- ing ol obtained under condi- 
tions specified in plain language. 

‘The fact that in atomic physics, where 
we are concerned with regularities of un- 
surpassed exactness, objective description 
can be achieved only by including in the 
account of the explicit refer- 
ence to the experimental conditions, em- 
phasizes in a navel manner the insepara- 
bility of knowledge and our possibilities 
of inquiry. We are here concerned with a 

ferent placing of the section between ‘sub- 
ject and object. 

In order to illustrate this 
point, I shall allow myself to quote a Dan- ish poet and philosopher, Poul Martin 
Moller, who lived about a hundred years 
ago and left behind an unfinished novel still read with delight by the older as well 
as the younger generation in this country. 
In his novel, called The Adventures of 
Danish Student, the author gives a re- 
markably vivid and suggestive account of 
the interplay between the various aspects 
of our position, illuminated by discussions 
within a circle of students with different 
characters and divergent attitudes to life. 

Especially I shall refer to a conversa- 
tion between two cousins, one of whom is 
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ie fangled up. er get meaning of existence question of y "Quite apart from the fine humour with au use of the word “me, re % et iz which the story is told, it is certainly not Parison; and with what eae go ples toh easy to give @ more pertinent account of P® the Whole existence? he let seer fenects of the situation with _ phasioc Of HF argumentation sto én. Un, which we all are faced, Fortunately, the ee 7, all lence, whether in tho, risk of falling into the deplorable situstion helptel erosephy, or art, which may fo ) of the licentiate is small in normal life, © mankind, must be capable of where we become gradually accustomed e , in means of to coping with practical necessities and shell eee itis 0n this basis that we learn to communicate in common Tan- iowledge. slusstion of unity of uage what Wve need and what is on our versity of cult tno ith the great di- mind. In such adjustment the balance be- fore tween seriousness and humour, conspicu- Civilizations Shee gestures eet ous in children’s play and equally appre- common human situation, Senos tel thie ciated in mature life, plays no small part. recognize that the position amon ‘The complementary way in which words 
like contemplation and volition are used has especially to be taken into account 
when turning to the problem of the free- 
dom of discussed by philosophers 
through the ages. Even if we cannot say 

do something because 
or we can only do 

ling of, so to 
best out of 
nan expe- 

in the community exhibits in itself 
ous, often mutually exclusive, as- 

Approaching the age-old problem 
dation of so-called ethical val- 

ll in the first place ask about the 
h concepts as justice and char- 

possible combination of 
which is attempted in all human societies, 
Still it is evident that a situation permit- 

ting unambiguous use of accepted judicial 
es leayes no room for the free display 

of charity. But, as stressed especially by 
the famous Greek tragedians, it is equally 

that compassion can bring everyone 
with any concisely formulated 

justice. We are here confronted 
lementary relationships inher- 
human position, and unforget- 

in old Chinese philosophy, 
that in the great drama of 

are ourselves both actors and 

Ey 

the instinct 
Haracteristic for any 
living organisms. Tn 

in physics, psychology, and ethice, w 5. where the we dealing with intrinsic features of 

tracted so much attention at this meeting, 
is after all a more restricted educational 
problem, the attitude to which would 
Seem to call not only for information but, 
as I think everyone will agree, also for 
Some humour. A most serious task is, how- 
ever, to promote mutual understanding. 
between nations with very different cul- 
tural background. 

Indeed, the rapid progress of science 
and technology in our days, which entails 
‘unique promises for the promotion of hu- 
man welfare and at the same time immi- 
nent menaces to universal security, pre- 
sents our whole civilization with a veri- 
table challenge. Certainly, every increase 
in knowledge and potentialities has al- 
ways implied a greater responsibility, but 
at the present moment, when the fate ag 
all peoples is inseparably connected, a y 
laboration in mutual confidence, based on 
appreciation of every aspect of the com- 
mon human position, is more necessary 
than ever before in the history of mankind, 
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es TESLA \ =e | TECHNICAL COMPANY 392 GLEKWOLME ANE 

To Rens) TRIBUTE TO THE LATE NIKOLA TESLA ag \ 
*Tesla's ideas changed the face of the world and even in di manufacturer Were uneasy lest machines worth billions should be mae obsolete by a final inspiration of the versatile but dying giant." (Reader's Digest - July 1947) 
In 1884 young Nikola Tesla came from Serbia to the Edison El 

P 
ectric Company in New York, as an engineer, with empty pockets but with his head full of ideas. One year later he had his own electrical company . 

At the same time he continued the work which he had started in Europe on alternating current machines. Having obtained patents on A.C. machines, he Sold them to the Westinghouse Company which immediately started manufacturing them. Subsequently he developed the poliphase current system and the first large transmission of this new form of electrical energy was made in 1888 from Niagara Falls to Buffalo. In 1896 this same line carried 15,000 H.P. 

In New York Tesla founded a large laboratory with the money he obtained from the sale of these patents. In this laboratory he worked on high frequency currents fundamental to the wireless telegraphy. In 1895 his work was interrupted when his laboratory burned to the ground. 

This was not the end of Tesla's work. He continued to discover many 
ings fundamental to to-day's sciences. The induction motor, high frequency 

ents and oscilators, the application of these for technical and medical purposes, 
the discovery of radio principles basic to the radio guided missiles and other devices 
of to-day, fundamentals of electrical transmission of power, are some of the more 
important works of Nikola Tesla. 

I He died in 1943 in New York, leaving behind him such numerous accom- 
plishments as are indicated below by this list of his main patents: 

1) Commutators for dinamo machines 
b 2) Electric arc lamps 

3) Regulators for dinamo machines and arc lamps 
4) Machines poliphase 
5) Electrie poliphase motors (27 patents) 
6) Transformers and way of distribution of poliphase currents 
7) Electrical transmission of Power (Base for to-day's industry) 
8) Converting of alternating current in direct current 

"© ©) Motors thermomagnetic and pyromagnetic 
Generators of high frequency 

h ney lighting 
(capacitors) 
ors 

ters, lighting dischargers, waterflow 

id for the benefit of all, are the 
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Dr. Bohr 
Vv HENEVER nuclear physicists come up 

with a new idea,” said one of them re- 
cently, “their first thought is ‘I'd better consult 
Professor Bohr about this." The enormous re- 
gard in which fellow scientists hold Niels Bohr 
was reaffirmed last month when the Tl-year-old 
Danish physicist won the first $75,000 Atoms for 
Peace Award. In Copenhagen, where he still ac- 
tively directs the Institute for Theoretical Physics 
he founded 37 years ago. Dr. Bohr was, charac- 
teristically, surprised by the news, He is a mod- 
est. temperate man sind almost the only thing he 
seems incapable of comprehending is his awe- 
some international renown, 

Bohr, whom his friend Albert Einstein called 
“one of the greatest scientific discoverers of our 

age.”* published in 1913, ar the age of 28, three 
treatises on atomic structure which in large meas- 
ure laid the theoretical groundwork for the pres- 
ent atomic age. In 1922 he won the Nobel Prize. 
In 1939 at Princeton, he announced, in col- 
laboration with J. A. Wheeler, the identity of 
Uranium-235 and prophesied “a chain action 

\c explosion of enormous proportion.” 
In 1943, in one of the cloak-and-dagger drimas: 

of the war, he was smuggled from Nazioceupied 
Denmark to Sweden in the cabin of a fishing 
boat, flown to England in the bomb bay of an 
RIA‘; plane and thencejto Los Alamos for 
work on the atomic bomb. 

Long before the bomb’s completion he fore= 

and 

saw its postwarsignifieance and in 1944 broached 
the subject of international contro! in a letter to 
President Roosevelt, He believes now, as then, 
that “the very fact that knowledge is the basis 
for civilization points to openness [i.e,, interna 
tional scientific cooperation) as the way to over= 
Come the present crisis,”* This beliefisithe basis 
for his institute, the world capital of theoretical 
physics, which last year w 1 at $200,000 
grant by the Ford Foundation 

Dr. Bohr lives ip a bi 
provided for life toch foremost Danish man 
of science. There he i$ happily surrounded by 
his wife Marerethe, his four sons and 12 grande 
children. He is d/man of deep affection, warm 
humor butno small talk whatever. * 
a little philosophy in everythin 

‘mansion of honor,” 

must make 
he explains. 
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‘only of the subject 
‘questions raised by other part 

coninveo WT 
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ha new power 1850s-60s In America, some men hauled 
carts by hand from the Missouri River to Salt am. In four years 4 

Lake. Horses worked just as hard: The Pony men would complete (by hand) a track across 

Express raced mail fromiSt. Joseph, Mo., toSan the U.S. Tesla, nine, struggled with another 
Francisco in 10 days, In Croatia, Nikola, seven, power: He made windmill, glued four 

saw a fire engine that wouldn't pump water, June buss to the Their beating wings 

Intuitively, he diagnosed the trouble. He dived turned the blades, pindle. He dreamed 

into the river and unkinked the hose. of a 100-bugpower ¢ but never built it. 

‘Tesla met and worked for Edi- 

son. But n was no Fe AC. than 

Europe had been. 
21 

ous. Tesla and 



= es, 
1882-83 After Thomas Edison op 
first plant —DC—to light lamps. 

had ever customers, the world grew 1 

ing downhill, wonders of electricity, In Europe, Tesla, 25, 

hecome an avalanche. He noted that accumu- thought that electricity could al i 

1 ounces of snow had ‘dinto a great, power. Needed: an AC motor, thought 

pov He saw a picture of Nii as impossible as u tion, He dreamed agara 
id, “Some day I'll harness that.” up the plans and made a |, It ran. 

1 Suddenty and Tesla 
patents: is izes. 1 

Riera nite of set 



2892 To concentrate on work, Tesla ruled Out romance. If his discoveries looked impos- ible in those days of warring Indians, skinny. tired bicycles, and horsecar commuting, he did sonia ior a man—which was considered 
more impossible. The “divine” actr Sarah Bernhardt, dropped ‘her handkatiee Rae him. He returned it—without saying a word. 

. 

shows were the late 
Sarah Be: 

1901-16 At a time when radio consisted 
only of dot-dash messages, Tesla set out to 
build, on Long Island, N. Y,, a radio city that 
ould broadcast both power and all the kinds 

ograms that are known to such widespread 
ces today. Tesla never got around to 

ing either. But he did discover many 
tals of radio. Then he went broke. 



a 22-mile tr 
‘was a significant 
power about an 

to another. Th 
nd wide had day 

1898 The U.S.’s Admiral George 
licked the Spaniards in Manila Bay. Tesla, at 
Madison Sq: Garden, put a boat equipped 
with radi tank of water. From afar, he 
started, and lighted the vessel—by 
radio. Tt was the first of a race of 
robots that woul perated by remote 
control—in the future the world. ‘ 
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AND THE BOARD OF MANAGERS OF 
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We. Kelend Underce— 
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IN THE FRANKLIN INSTITUTE 
TO MEET 

Dr. Samel G, Hibben 

WHO WILL AFTERWARDS SPEAK ON THE SUBJECT 

"From Tesla Until Tomorrow, = The Magic of Making Light" 
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Nikola tesla, which involved original ways of making light, and b 
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154 WEST 14th STREET * NEW YORK 11 + N.Y. © Algonquin 5-7755 

June 18, 1956 

Mr. Leland I. Anderson 
16 East River Terrace 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Dear Mr. Anderson: 

A commemorative ceremony will be held at 11 A. M., Monday, June 25th, honoring the 
100th anniversary of the birth of the late Nikola Tesla, possibly the greatest in- 
ventor who ever lived. At that hour, in our editorial offices, Leo Mates, Yugo- 
slavian Ambassador to the U.S., will unveil a memorial head of the great inventor. 

The Yugoslavian diplomat was invited to officiate at the unveiling because Tesla was 
a native of Croatia, mow a part of Yugoslavia. 

The undersigned, a long-time intimate friend of Tesle, is arranging the ceremony, 
snd he also commissioned the coi Orative sculptured base upon which the head rests. 

Tesla - the Father f Wireless Gredited with more than 1,000 inventions, over 
900 of which he ited. Unfortu he was so far shead of his contemporaries 
thet his patents e , Our whole 
alternating curr s 0 € rotating field multiphase alter= 
nating-current cont c 8 688 System--with elevated antenna at 

e e ore Marconi became interested in the 
study of wirelesse sr Of the 1890s is the ancestor of 
all guided missiles. fi 7 t § were the forerunners on which 
our neon and fluorese a 

iter obtel ned on the day of 
'"s death, January 7, 1943. er conceived the idea of having the 

a of Paris death pper plated, a delicate process 
t before, whic! 8, so it could be permanently 

erity. 3B f 

‘tanding sculptor, Onorio Ruoti he novel base upon which the 
mounted. Th n pict Tesla's outstanding in- 

onsg the induc motor, first to mating current; the famed Tesla 
‘requency curr isla Wireless Tower, first to 

shrough spac: 

ter sincerely hopes t he me ; ffices on the 25th. 
be kind enough to the enclosed ; 
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MrJLeland I. Anderson 

1615 Bast River Terrace 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 
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YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO ATTEND 

THE UNVEILING OF THE 

NIKOLA TESLA MEMORIAL 

IN COMMEMORATION OF HIS 100TH BI 

THE DATE: JUNE 25, 1956 

THE TIME: 11 O'CLOCK IN THE 

THE LOCATION: 154 WEST 14TH S 

REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVEL 
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FORBES MAGAZINE 
Mr. Jim Michael 
Mr. H. T. Cook 

MECHANIX ILLUSTRATED 
Mr. R. Brightman 

NEW YORK Jou NAL—AMERICAN 
Reporter 
Mr. Paul Rice, hotographer 

NEW YORK TIMES 
Mr. William L, Laurance 
Mr. David T. Anderson 



600 West 113th Street, 
New York, N.Y. 

July 4, 1956, 

\ bd Dear Mr Anderson: 

\ Thanks for the March-July issue of THE TESLIAN and wish to an Congratulate you on the well writ: 
: el ten comments of the Centennial 

Also, the collection of condensations I had not seen befor 
all of which are very interesting. 

ij 

Last Monday there was an unveiling of the death mask of Tesla 
at Radio-Flectronics, Hugo Gernsback publications on 14th Street where 
his offices are located. There were present quite a few distinguished 
guests, including Mr. Lazar Lilic, and Mr. Vilho Winterhalter, the former the 
Consul General of Yugoslavia and the latter, director of Yugoslavia 
information service here. Westinghouse Electric International Co., 
Public Relations representative, Mr. Gordon Sylander and Mr. John T. 
Morris, Chief Patent Attorney of that company gave a very fine address 
abi > ear. s Westinghouse and Nikola Tesla. ’ > 

4 ‘ Agnes Holden whose father was publisher 
lag made a good talk about Tesla's early days and 

Both Miss Skerritt and myself made a few comments, 

esented by Forbes Magazine (Jim Michael and 
erican, Popular Science Monthly, Mechanix 

Associated Press and last but not least, 
Swezey, free lance writer, 

Illustrated, Cam 
~ our good friend, 

ice affair, and after the unveiling and 
fs were served, Oh yes, Mr. William 

f the New York Times and a Mr. Anderson 

& 
that they will save all the photos until July 10th as 

N.Y. Times gave an account of the 

ed, although I have sent a copy 

. I have not received 

» but in time for the 

; at an article would appear 

et, but the July issue must be 



to Chicago and Was s0 busy at the to talk to him only, to greet é he hostess to receive all the ‘guesta, that's F | 

oe compliment you on the 1856-1956 events in the life of Nikola 
Kind reganis ’ 

Yours sincerely, 

va Lic4 / le (rbece 
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LECTROSICS NEWS RELEASE 

re Algonquin 5-7755 

154 WEST 14th STREET 

NEW YORK 11, N.Y. 

June 25, 1956 

Ommemorative ceremony was held at 11 A.M., Monday, June 25th, at the offices 

DIO-ELECTRONICS magazine, at 154 West 14 Street, New York, honoring the 

niversary of the birth of the late Nikola Tesla, possibly the greatest 

who ever lived. 

consul general of Yugoslavia in New York, unveiled a memorial head 

inventor goslavian diplomat was invited to officiate at 

a native of Croatia, now a part of Yugoslavia. 

Hugo Gern the g-time intimate friend of Tesla, arranged 

the ceremon 0 i@ the commemorative sculptured base upon 

Ip, which the h 

Tesla--the Fathe with more than 1,000 inventions, 
ly, he was so far ahead of his 

ie ba 
over 900 of wh 

4 contemporaries a s before they could be put to 

practical use. O ] p ent power system rests on Tesla's 

- rotating field mul nt concepts. He described a wireless 

system--with eleva’ litter and receiver--in 1893, one year 

before Marconi becam i Study of wireless. Tesla's radio- — 

submarine of the stor of all guided missiles. His 
of: less e tric nners on which our neon and 

four years in the United States, 

of Electrical Engineers. In it 
em. The heart of the lecture 
beautiful concept of the rotating 

to sweep the field. Among the 

ndamental importance 
is. Its first impact 
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“ Hugo Gernsback, » 

Radio and TV l 

_\Pioneer, Dies > 
NEW YORK, Aug. 19 (AP) —/F 

‘|Hugo Gersback, $3, am early Ss 

electronics experimenter. | 

* publisher of science fiction and! 

"|“scientifie prophet,” died today 

ic] Gernsback was editor-in-chief) ~ 

of ““Radio-Blectronies,” a televi-| 

sion repairman’s magazine, anc) 

s|editor-in-chief and publisher of|4 

“Sexology,” and its Spanish-lan- 

‘}guage version, “Luz.” - 
Gernsback, who Came here|*t 

“\from Luxembourg, eStablishec 

one of the first radio supply | 
ast primitive ; 

1920s, 
me of the first’ science fiction 

and magazines. 
4 
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on 402.7220 

The Philatelic Journalist 
‘An Independent BiMonthly Publication For The Philatelic Journalist and Publicist 

Editor, Guatay Detien, Jr Clinton Corners, N.Y. 12514 

PUSS. Postal Service has featured many famous persons 

jm 
n postage the illustrious Jugoslevian-born American inventor, 

. 
NIKOLA has not yet been honored in this way. 

He was a mi 

thereby creating mor 

ing Current System and w: 

occurs in 1981, “It would seem appropriate that a 

be issued for that occasion, Therefore, we request 

: ing such a stamp to the U. S, Postal Service 

sory Committee. It may also be advisable 

Senators, Congressmen and other influ- 

use their” in persuading the U. S. Postal 

Service e a NIKOLA TE 

Possi’ other 

become ar — L 



KcoMMEMoRATING NIKOLA TESLA 
Remarks by: 

HON. HENRY J. NOWAK 
OF NEW YORK 

INTHE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 
Tuesday, April 28, 1981 

of Buffalo May 18-22; a 3 
and exbibioeag filn Yugoslavia; "DS. 

Congressional Record 
PROCEEDINGS AND DEBATES OF THE O74 CONGRESS, FIRST SESSION 

ten by many today, Tesla was honored 
greatly and many times, during his lifetime 
and after, by those who knew his worth, Let 

Engineering in London 
Physics Society of Paris. In 1893 he 
ipelore. the: Hranklin: Institute in 

This august body presented 
the Certiicate of the Elliott Cres- 

e High 
in ae Universities of 

in 
inical School in Brno in 1937, the 
of Paris and Graz and the Poly- 

Buchar 
ble in 1938, and the Unt- 

American Association for 
nt of Science in 1895, the Ameri- 

Electro-Therapeutic Association in 1903, 
lew York Academy of Sciences in 1907, 

Institute of Electrical Engi- 

and other honors whieh he re- 
re many. Among the first was the 

n Medal of Prince 
nce Nicholas of Montenegro 

In 1917 the American Institute of 
gave Tesla the Edison 

d. He almost did not make 
the award. One story is that he 

d out during the banquet to feed his 
td pigeons in Bryant Park, behind the 
York Public Library. Luckily a col- 

of his custom and was able to 
back in time. In 1926 Tesla re- 

Order of St, Sava, and 



; 7 n Tealn’s previously 
it It should ath himse 

ae 

y of Arts and Sciences in 
1952 there Wes also emtablished the 

Rated by Mayor Richard Daly as Nikola 
‘Tesla Day. Similar tribute was ald to Tesla 
on his centennary by the city of Philadel- 
phia. President Tito of Yugoslavia was in- formed of these American festivities by the 
then United States Secretary of State John 
Foster Dulles. In his reply of thanks, Presi- 
dent Tito wrote, “I would especially like to 

my accordance with your statement 
that scientists of Tesla’s genius are the 

Oo ee juman wor for progress in peace.” 
‘In 1976 there was another series of com- 

memorative festivities in honor of Tesla, all 
‘the more impressive because the 120th anni- 
versary of Tesla’s birth coincided with the 

Long Island, on the site 
Jess tower used to stand. 
“In this building designed by 

White, architect, Nikola Tesla, born Smil- 
| Jan, Yugoslavia 1856—died New Yor 

U.S.A. 1943—constructed 
fife, huge radic 

Proved in operation at the Adams Sta!ion In 
1895, made modern electric power systems 
possible. 
Several important publications resulted 

from these meetings. A bi-lingual volume of 
‘Tesla’s writings—Moji pronalascl: My Inven- 
tions—was published in Zagreb In 1977 by 
the Yugoslav Academy of Arts and Sciences, 
the Nikola Tesla Museum in Belgrade, and 
the Skolska Knjiga Publishing House of 
‘Zagreb. More recently, In 1977, the Nikola 
Tesla Museum had the Belgrade publishing 
house NOLIT put out a luxurious edition, 
all in English, called Nikola Tesla: Colorado 
Springs Notes 1899-1900. This is Tesla’s re- 
search diary which he kept during his 
daring experiment of transmitting high ff 
quency electrical energy without wires on a 
global scale, 
There are today many books and articles 

concerning Tesla, in English and in other 
Tanguages, including several biographies. 
‘Though there {s much yet that can be writ- 
ten about Tesla and his work, no one can 
plead ignorance of Tesla on the grounds 
that there is no information about him. 
There Is, indeed. 

It {s precisely because the known Tesla 
has been so honored and recognized in the 
world of sclence, and because there Is mate. 
rial available about him today that the gen- 
eral Ignorance on the part. of most Amer- 
cans that he ever existed Js so astonishing 
and bewildering. 
‘And how are Americans ever to learn 

about Tesla if thelr schools and textbooks 
and libraries do not teach them? For exam: 
ple, the excellent World Book Encyclopedia, 
which Is used extensively in our public 
Schools, contains four inches on Tesls, and 
‘only up to 1900, with nothing on the last 
thirty-four years of his fe. The justly 
noted Encyclopaedia Britannica publishes 
‘an annual Yearbook as well as a special 
Yearbook of Science and the Future. These 
are big, thick yolumes that are supposed to 
incorporate all that occurred of any impor- 
tance in the sclentific world. Yet one looks 
in vain in them for any mention of Tesla oF 
the Tesla Prize in the volumes for the 
1970' 
And so we have this strange paradox. On 

the one hand Tesla is unknown to millions 
of Americans today though they know the 
name of Edison, Telsa's first American em- 
ployer and later competitor, On the other 
hand, Tesla ts the object of veneration by 
cultists who see in him a kind of Superman, 
even from another planet. But between this 
‘unknown Tesla of the uninformed and the 

nknowable Tesla of the cultists there is 
the known Tesla, whose works are daily 

nifested in our lives. Even as we sit here, 
Magara Falls, next to the electric station 

his motors powered, we are literally 
in a light. When, in 1917, 

d the Edison Medal of the 
of Electrical Engineers, 

asso B. A. Behrend para 
Mander Pope's famous line on 

when he sald: 
Vs laws Jay hid in the 
Tesla de! and all was 

Known Tesla that we 
this extraordinary 
‘scientist. 
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ers 

ronment" 

i 

orate Age" 

THE PARTICIPANTS 

e Inventor's Environment" has been organized in honor o: ‘ 

a postage stamps recognizing the contributions of a ipeol 
trical inventors and engineers and featuring Nikola Tesla, Charles 

Steinmetz, Edwin Armstrong and Philo Farnsworth. This symposium 
brings together professional historians and distinguished engineer- 

jnventors to explore issues of historical interest and current concern. 

james E. Brittain received his B.S. degree from Clemson University and 

his M.S. from the University of Tennessee, both in electrical engineer- 

ing. His academic credentials in the history of science and technology 

include the B.A. and Ph.D. degrees from Case Western Reserve Univer- 

sity. Dr. Brittain taught electrical engineering at Clemson University 

{rom 1959 to 1966 and has taught the history of science and technology at 

the Georgia Institute of Technology since 1969. A former chairman of the 

IEEE History Committee, he has served on a number of committees and 

editorial boards in both technical and historical organizations. His pub- 

lished works include studies of such figures as E.F.W. Alexanderson and 

Michael Pupin. 

Ronald R. Kline received his B.S. degree in electrical engineering from 

Kansas State University and his M.A. and Ph.D. degrees in the history of 

science from the University of Wisconsin, Madison. Before embarking on 

his historical studies, he worked as a Field Engineer and Systems Analyst 

with General Electric Ordnance Systems. Dr. Kline was an IEEE History 

Fellow in 1979-1980, during which time he researched his doctoral disser- 

tation on the career of Charles P. Steinmetz. He. now teaches in the 

Department of General Engineering, University of ‘on 4 Madison. 

Nathan Cohn received his S.B. degree from the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology In 1927 and joined the Leeds & Northrup Company that same 
year, Advancing through the company's . 
Director In 1975. Focusing his career on the 
electric power systems, Mr. Cohn established | in) 
cepts and techniques now in widespread use 
Beneration and flow. In 1982, the IEEE re 

swarding him the Edison Medal. | Mr. Cohn 
jeslay who received the Edison Medal from 

tical Engineers in 1916. Mr. Cohn's other | 

contributions by 
Shonor with Nikola 

an Institute of Elec- 

Lamme Medal, the Franklin Institute Wetheril 1, and the Inst the IEEE 

ment Society of America Sperry Medal. He is a Life Fellow ojnmtrumen 
and of the Franklin Institute, and an Honorary 

lety of Aner oo’ fake d on several I! 
Currently a member of the IEEE Centennial Task Force. 

a. oe 



. a received both his B.S.E.E. and Ph.D. degrees from 

she Uiksthity ‘ot Connectlaly earning his M.S. at Rensselaer Polytechnic 

Institute. He joined the United Technologies Research Center In 1957, 

where he attained the position of Manager of Electromagnetics and Physics 

in 1974, Dre DeMaria was the first to report experimental results in 

controlling the output of lasers with acousto-optic devices, and estab- 

lished important foundations for the picosecond laser pulse field. This 

work brought him the IEEE Morris N. Liebmann Award in 1980, an honor 

which was also conferred upon Philo T. Farnsworth by the Institute of 

Radio Engineers in 1941. Dr. DeMaria has published over 35 papers in the 

field of quantum electronics and has been granted 25 patents for innova- 

tlons in quantum electronics, fiber optics, and acoustics. He was the 

Editor of the IEEE Journal of Quantum Electronics and a member of the 
Board of Directors of the Optical Society of America. He is a Fellow of 

the IEEE, the Optical Society of America, the Connecticut Academy of 
Sciences, and the National Academy of Engineering. 

Jerome J. Suran was awarded the B.S.E.E. degree by Columbia University 

In 1949, and continued graduate studies there and at the Illinois Institute 
of Technology. After holding engineering positions at the J.W. Meaker 
Company and at Motorola, he joined the Electronics Laboratory at General 
Electric in 1952, where he was concerned with the development of solid 
state devices and circuits and with the management of several laboratory 
operations. His pioneering work In solid state technology and in the devel- 
opment of an Implantable he: maker was recognized by Syracuse 
University with an honorary ite In 1976. Dr. Suran has coauthored 
two books on transistor circults, published 40 papers In professional 
journals, and received 18 patents. He Jong been active in IEEE 
affairs at both the fee) and national levels, In. 1979, he served as IEEE 
president, joining an impressive group that Includes Charles P. Steinmetz 
who was president of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers 
during 1901-1902, - - 

‘ Oo 

» UC a ae 

Charles H. Townes received a B.S. degree In Physics and a B.A. degree | 
Modern Languages from Furman University In 1935, He subsequently earned his M.A. in Physics from Duke University and his Ph.D. from the Call- 

Institute of Technology. d Bell Laboratories during World Il, working on radar and mi i siae In 1948, ‘br. 
Iniversity, where, nes was appointed to the f 

developed the first maser tinuing his research In mic 

Ly Mt ulated en of radiation) device in 
Z _be made to operate 

wow jointly patented Dr. Arthur L. 

ification by stim i 

Russian sci 
poe § by recelved numerous + Tow 

with Edwin H. Arm In 1967, @ distinction he 
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Major Edwin H. A irm 
» the inventor of fre¢ 

E. H. ArmstronG 

gree 
trfe Engineering He re 
Coline" 
pa 
oni 
Trow lowship at C 
and continnee his work, sbe! ON 
1914, wit sor Michael > 
at the Hartley en whose inventions pro\ 
Laboratory. 1917-100 = tiiof the basis for mod 
served in the 
Corps. He re 
tor of Science fi 

tion in 1937, conti 
until his death. 

Major Armstrong ¥ 
f four of the most imp 
in radio developm 

nted the regenerati 

ibsidiary of a; 
laboratory a 
inghouse /ot 

bama Polyitation, 34 
stitute in holo 



lred itign in the 
pe i taddy which 

tee great 

Maj. Edwin H, 
An &/ Whose inventions provided 
as tliof the basis for modern broad 
heal:/casting, was found dead yester- 

’s hi day morning on a third-floor bal- 
contr/cony of River House, 435 East) 

Fifty-second Street. The 63- 

nder tifyear-old electrical engineer had 

: plunged from a Wi of his 

luxurious thirteenth-fleor apart- 
il granjment, apparently Sunday 

ommu? evening or during the night. 

= _-aregeis| Al two-page note, a penciled 
6a farewell to his wife, was f 

= ¢ ‘=|in the apartment.. Dr. Emanuel 
S,| Neuren, ~assistant medical ex-| 

tginal WeetrmeJane iy the case asa sui- 

116 by him psa According to detectives of the 
e is «East Fifty-first Street statio 

ae County 5 hin ad Sie Arming Pe 
= focn | about 1 P. 
| Armstrong: 

5 of ei? Sie, Bre Marog 
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some fe We * | 

and I p 7 up = cancel 

the floor. I also found | some patterns made of wood with Tesla's 

name on them. It was a scene of utter desolation and frustrated 

hopes. We were deeply touched Land I have treasured what most of 

my friends have called trash for many years, because they had 

belonged to a man whoml deeply revere. 

‘ How very strange life is - When I asked a very 

famous Autograph Dealer, about fifteen years ago,if he had an 

ettograph of Nikola Tesla, he looked at me in a superior manner 

and said y | Who. in the _ what is Tesla -_I never heard 

of nim é “Almost th thing happened when I went in 1916 

to see Miss Mary Benjamin, She looked at me in surprise and 

said " Who ren, earth is Tesla, I poms even heard of hin’ He 

simply could'n amount to ver mu 

It was useless to sry to make 

the greatest Genius ‘of mo ; 

eA 





| Catherine €. Me Chesney 

68 Mersich Rd. 
Baldwin, N.Y, 

January 2hth 1953. 

Mr Leland I. Anderson 
127 Seymour Avenue S.R, Minneapolis 1, Mima. 

Dear Sir: 
P IT regret to tell you that my Mother is not 

at present, Following my Father's death, she 
for Mexico, and expects now to make her home 
part of the United States, preferably Arizona. Hei ; 
autographs and collect ia of letters are in storage vote at 
bhis time, and I do not neve access to them, Th sla 
and papers IT pre swe are among them, Tr only know the 
in this house, | . 

You seem to ‘be greatly interest 

that fou write Kenneth My g 
I unde gotand ee 

° o'nett = 209 No 

» N.Y. 

111 wrote Biography of 

; Hoping is 
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Music performed by 
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= § 
Nilkeolia Tesla THE GREAT AMERTCAN SLAY 

ecrets of Heaven! 
Sent thunder and 

of the land he was born he came to the country he then called his own , devoting to it his mind and his art, America Beautiful! 4 Nation composed of all nati is greatful to Nikola, a son of the Slavs - ‘4 a In spirit of our founding fathers: Jefferson, ste you Nikola, left a Great message behind: 
THE GREATEST TREASURE ON EARTH Is WHAT ONE HAS 
IN HIS MIND AND HIS HBART}..... 
July 6,1976 

Vera Von Wiren 
Professor of Slavics 
The City College of 
The City University of New York 

Adams 

hr 

% 



WEDNESDAY, 7 JULY 1976 { 
BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY & 



Tosbnin NE tage 0032 
Nikola Tesla was born in Smiljan, province of Lika. near the Dalmatian coast of Yugoslavia on July 10. 1856. He studied mathe. matics and physics at Graz Polytechnic Institute and philosophy at Prague University. He worked in electrical engineering in Budapest, Inventing 2 telephone repeater. After 2 few years In France and 

Germany he emigrated to the United States in 1884 and became a 
aturalized citizen. He started his career in the United States with, 
Edison but soon went to Westinghouse Company where, in (885, 
he developed the first ac induction motor which, coupled with im 
provements in power transmission such as Iransformer 
revolutionized the newly emerging power industry. For a dec: 
was a prolifle Inventor. going on 10 build his own laboratory In 
Colorado Springs and later yet another laboratory at Shoreham on, 
Long Island. devoting mich of his efforts to what turned out to be 
an unsuccesstul attempt 

wer, His laboratory at $f 
forest i He died in New York City on January 
J, 1943, at the age of 

IEEE Power Engineering Soclety 
Dake Power Company 

Walter H. Bales, District Engineer 
New York City 

Westinghouse Electric Corporation 
Gordon D. Friedlander. Senior Editor 

EEE Sper 
Eric B. Forsyth. Head 
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a. the 5th was Cettainly a surprise. ory than can Your questions 
A 

be Properly answered by a letter, Howe 

for Yesla in the Summer of 1900, when I was 15 years I was éreatly interested in electricity and in- frical engineer. itis laboratory was out on tnob le from the State Schoo) for the Deaf end Piling, ~ Was ell uninhabited open 1 Catholic Hospital and m urrent from the electricity of the tro} th there may havesbeen a separate powe When IT hear} about Tesla's laborator LI could get a jovS''a ther Ime al electric Power company, an Gd give mea JOO. To my vast exci more as an accomodation to aye 

an Austrian assistani 
€ was an engineer, kin 

time I work er his direction. y 
wit up wire t been used in 
move thin S told, help ip, t..in - 

Sa big strugture of wood, 
" as I rememb @he center of the roof y 
uld be opened ky . 
sformer; wo 

fence about 8 feet 
‘y circuit consiste 

n parallel" ( do you 
formers The"sec, 

conneet— 
ical. principles of 
insulated copper wire 
oor electric power 

In the center were 
er mounted on supports that could nd placed at dif. t distances from eacHother. One one end of the dary circuit; the otter ball to 

at circuit. an ordinary electric power the lab. 7 a © at 500 volts: was 10,000 volts, mber; and then run through e and b onterrupter via the condens-— 

begin. Y 
eg betWeen the balls up 



as on article about these © 
I remember it by Tesla him— > 

, It was illustarted with pictures | 
that article as the basis of a 2 

in "Wireless telegraphy" in my junior 

your questions. I do not know what be- 
ikely he shipped the condensers back to 

The rest wos just coilg of wire that prob-bly 
er pany or a juni dealer. In those days 

his lab on New 
e sold back to & 
jo not know of a : ace in tre College buildings that would 
pheld\the big osci lator or fesla coil. Oh no, I was only a liittle 
and wi d not have ha ugh self confidence to ask his permission 
te to 4 x . 

3 
as tall and thin and nervous in enmner., I began working for 

x Saturday noon he eaiied nis his office and asked 

h rf i completely. tongue-tied 
xz ir gement/aae my confusion 

Sout right. This was 

the first 3 \ 2 fo I a »dollars seemed 

princely, d 2 d of * a : 3 aid ye 
§ n ota. OF 

alae a ir i @ proh: ! Seefied pretty stuvid to 

t from™my o€er. sister 
of old fami Gicomres= 
ny mother to my “oldest 

one to Poston to 
working for Tess fons iy 

le atgthat time." @ 
fe will give A 

‘ !) 

la that was 
e had a copy 
not, I do 
es a 
hoS@y name 
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‘WITH NIKOLA TESLA, by Eimer Gertz 

ether and Mr. Gerts hae 
test men ‘at the gathering, ni 

wo "vt | guests, a y ole gentleman of universei same had 

telephoned lr, Viereck - miggested that the tro of them vicit the 

cinema palate. Viereck protested that he could not leave his 

* Sn the farewell party and letting mir. Tesla in on @ 

He, Tesla, was to oeme to the party as a surprice guest; and 

ly is a surprise to hie Wife Gretchen. Tesla agreed to break 
bit of gence and to. join Viereck at hie table, pecoming 

first time. 

ne ¥: on of a man from a strange, new world. A 

éyes Blazea with an unearthly light, entered the 
y aware of his presence. He bowed 

s right Gretchen, to his left. 

ting the guests with a kindly nod. 
Orton Tewson, friend of - 

flushed with emotion, ; ar 

we Ned interview Tesla, who 
now once 



ad 1 Tesla | 
ae as 

sweetly, like a good shepher€ +o hig flock. 
lover of all things 

will exist when all transitory art 
fA seientific Principle is for all 

universe, 

He addressed George Delacorte ore, 
rhapsodized o 

poems 

"You, young man, have a tough of genius in you. 
@eviors path, 

Dabo would have none of fesla's 
traths. He proclaimed ‘the impericha’ 
watches Over beautiful things so th 
were the theme of both men, and as the 
bewitched in silence. 

unt a eel tts Hew | AP 
of Tonner 8d. em Ree 

Tesla the scientist, the beautiful, spoke of the verities of science that 
is no mores 

time, immtable, the law of the ut @ work of art, however beautiful, wust in time perish." 
@ publishing tycoon who had earlier ver double plumbing end proclaimed e bathtub superior to a 

Your words, by some 
Zead to the truth about which I have spoken." 

confidence in science and its eternal 
bility of art and said a divinity 
at they are immortal. Basie issues 

y Gebated other guests sat. ait 

soscive tametten | 
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WHO'S WHO IN AMERICA 

CUTTING 

CUTTING, John Clifton, newspaper man. 
Seo Vol. 14 (1926-27). 
CUTTING, R(obert) Fulton, financier: 

N.Y. City, June 1852; 8. Fulton and’ Justine (F 
ard) C.; Ap, Columbia, 1871, A.M.. 1875, 1) 
1904; m. Nathalie ©. P, Schenck Brooklyn (died 
1875 pron Kt, Bayard; 2d, Helen Suydam, of 
New. York, ‘dan. 18832" chidren—Helen “Suydam, 
Elisabeth MeEvers, Fulton, Charles Suydam, Ruth 
Hunter. isi heen ofiser rir in stinerous corpti; 
Home: 14 E. 89th St, New York, N.Y. 
CUTTING, Starr Willard, univ. prof 

Brattleboro, Vt., Oct 14, 1858; 9. Hi 
and Cornelia Liseorn (Starr) C.:' A. Witiama Col 1881, A.M. 1892; studied univa, Wig. an Geneva, 1886-88; grad. students 1n0G-ah Ph 1892, Johns Hopking; m. Mary’ Faith Derby ot 
Boringfiel, Mass. Sept. 11, 1887: chiltren-—W 
fred, Ealith, Chtton, Prin. Deertehk ti 
1881-86; prof. modern Jangsi, U. of 8.D., 1888-00: af Gerrnun and Freneh, Varlham Coll, Ind., 1891. 

German, 1802-04, asso. ‘prof, 
1060, prot” Germ Tit, 1900-06, pro 
dept, Gepnanie languages 

Chicago, and. en 

b.W. 
jaynard 

Authors 
Hartinann von Ave, 1894; cri 
Minna von Barnhelm, 1809 
Relatives Das and Was, 190: 
Jona Burschonsel 

of Leaaipe's 
The Modern German 

lah it Smith Ca 
“hs it oe 

Tere Semiti 
lit., inte 1 Gohumbia, U. 
lit., Sweet ) riar (Va.) Col i 

Exploration Taye Bs 

Aha: tal osm Taterabre of Israel 
(2 a, 

Home: § 

art. 

fa solentific principic is for all time, aan tag 
hawaevan tb 

1930-1931 

628 

Mary Elizabeth, James Dewey, ics portmbereial 
Bank, Grand Rapids, 1! 

. Exchange Pvt. Bank, woo. 
cashier, Grand Rapids Savines Bank, 1917~ 

rat Wolverine wen en | 
firm Daane & 

pon ronine State Bank TE. Grand pei Gag 
Bank, Cody Trust Co. (Cease), Fidelity Trust on 
(Detroit). Chinn. Lil iberty Loan campaign, World 

‘ar. Chmn. city tienes chun. Welfare 
Union Drive, 1927, Bie “Grad ‘Rapids Furniture 
Market 1927.. ‘Tiea Grand Ray 

DABNEY, Charles William, univ. pres.; b. 
Hampden-Sidney, Va., June 19, 1855; s. Robert 
D. (Stonewall Jackson's chief of staff) and ae 
(Morrigon) 1).; A.B, Hampden-Sidney Coll., 1873; 

the law of the 

DA COSTA 

Sigma Nu. Democrat, Mason (Sliriner). Kiwanis 
Eh e A! Rd. Office: Empire Bhi Bite 

DABNEY, oe Meraphis, Tenn, eos ae peo ol 

a 1897-1906, 
Sinaia 5 rice aa ot the rer Reva, isa, Sot Tou vag 
nsec revs. and articles, “Adres: Unive 
nity, V 
DABNEY, Samuel Gordon, 

Charlottesville, V . 6, 1 aW 
Sinan Ftshush (Guo, 

ay Louisville, ee itudied in 
U. of Va, 1871 Ottingen, 1880; i 
Davidson, 1889, oe oe 190; 

ey Coll fry and Hleney Coll, 1877-7 chemistry, F lied 
tien, Taal prof. chemistry, U. of in and ( 

dir. Agri. Expt. Sta., Hos 1880-81; 

ie Meaning 
eae 

lucation, 
at 4 Wa 

ONKY, Richard Rudolph, violin ‘Tex, 
Birnbaum, Provi 

Gusta’ 

| manehe C 1906-08; 
ai there nti “oro. ; 1m 

mph. | Rep 1919-23: j sate atty. gon. re 
ter atty. gen. Rar i | aye 

Fel, of an 
Man ooh quintette, oboe piano trio, piano 

and numerous violin pie 

U. of 
sonata, | M.D., Joins 

has also written songs, 

D,) and Virginia A 
of the South, Sewanee, ‘hi 
1905-06; Pub. U. of C 
opine 1912; m, Buseni 

mingbar, Nov. 1, 10; 

Vienna; m. Louiea Higa lesi, of Laniaville, tea 
Dee. 21, 1887; hilleen Mt 

f| Fara Woodruff), Willian Cecil. 
1885; prof, diseases of ear: nose andl 

Tan prof, diseases of the eve, U. of Latin’ 
ay SRS amen, era’ Longe City Horm, 8 

“i 
a a 

toed © Mus. of Arti 
others. 

wnt Motel A fee 
‘ons, France; 

be sof Ar Ne ok nis, 

1008; 
Blount, Jel 
dren -— 



PLANT AND HOME OFFICE 

_ 

WEST ORANGE. N. J 
. + 

= \ 
_  THREADMILLER CORPORATION 

} SALES OrFices J 
. Za : _ 44 WEST FORTY-FOURTH STREET 

NEW YORK 36, N.Y. July 17, 1959 

HW. SMYTH 
"RESIDENT * 

Mr. RY 4 erson 
Remington Rand Univec Division 

of Sperry Rand Corporation 
St. Paul 1, Minnesota 

Dear ... «aderson: 

Your clear, concise, and extremely interesting article, "Nikola 
- Last the Pioneers ?", in the July 15th english lenguage 

jon dicen Srbobren", the Serbian lenguage paper published 
est thing on Tesla I've ever seen. Was ait 

G prepared for some tecunicel body 2 

of my own company in the former Kingdom 

reguler contact with Yugoslev refugees, 

ome to me for freely given help in 

st in Tesla, a men who, unfortunately, 
dit which was due him, 

my return to America in Merch 
he Vathedral of St, John the Divine 

jas, in @ way, 6s strange as his life, for 
it at the Cathedral, only the priest and his 

nds, possibly two cars of them, were el- 
sition of his remains, 

for your having taken the time to 
surely has helped to make Tesla 
es a lot to Tesla and the other 



’ 
Notes given to G 9 Clark »: December 1, 1942 Bees 

Ra TasLa -. 

The first time that 
at is--was in 1910 

Tesla's office 
hile the 

YY no means immune against. 
1 the meeting ut I 

Tesla's stenography Cs 
the sta n. Tesla 
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Dear Sir: 

In reply to your recent request, the following information is furnished from the 
tecords of this Service: 

Name of Subject: DR. NIKOLA THs. 

Age ot Date and Place of Birth: — un'novn 

This Service has locste: 

NIKOLA 4. in the C t urt 
New York on July 30, 1691. ¥ ed"Pe 
Naturalization !-. 701 in that court 
Gertificate of Natu 
information appear: 
Residence, Hotel Gerlach, 
Civil Engineer; Date of Arr 
Allegiance, Austrian." 

ther (indicate) 

lon was taken from the document indicated below which wes 

County. clex's.reconts. ibe), 

sf 

Deputy District Director 
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A TESLA + 
DRASKOV IC, 

[JPetactestay 
KATA LEIANOvIE 

ioe 
ZEVKov, 

POVANKA ZEVKOVIY] 
[fee zewxavee) 

ELENA. 
Ey VIC 

Cgorisea tr) | 

{ANIEA FOKPAJAT NGELINA JANKOVI [L[SeKACHELEN) POKRATACH HKENKO NAINA | [pspocae EA PORRAAES] Palla PORRATAR EKO “CURRILO CI PO KR ASAT 
Pca cusmicg ORRAIAY Noetwarccrs Hitts wovane SIMO NADINE + 

MANIA DUEADC] Crea eesti {bJuRS evERLo | 
MARA Ponea 
VJ UBISA Rap KOUIE 



Dana Budsavlj evic Zagreb 

2agred,15.¥.1989 

PoStovani 4 Gragi goepodine Kosanoviéu, 

Sprijetena poodmaklim godinama 4 nekim nesnosnin @ripama propustila sam i Prekoratila sre roptve da Vam se Javin. 
Cinim to tek Badal 

-Ponos nas ,njego- blizinh potomaka, ispunja nas zadovoljstvom 4 Breéom. ledju nama(ja nisam ta) od vremena do vremena 

elinog gentjacsa deam na pr. unuku koja Je yrlo nada- 
i 4 

— J0J Je 14 godina i odluduje se za 
mnaziju*. 

Pojedinacea u Kojina 

kalen.Kad stignete ovamo kako ste najavili, 
ako nadjete Yremena da me Posjetite u 

Unesite u svoj *itineraire=, 

Cu-vas pokazati 4 kazati sto vas 
a ete Helse) -Pregiodat Gemo moju bi- 

: * 
a i drugih Podatak, ° 

kujem i molim,di tabs 

pa i napisati & 

te Eitave taninije, 
e tu veliku stvar da se sva- 

ni6am@ Za Daporna 1 



sey Ra. Se thee 
re il, oe cerechiod 

2 Me bao Prick? 
ie 





ly 3 2 [DIES HERE *? o9%mccn a tee 

cin E DUNLAP JR 

7 ag 7. 

Dear Mr.Anderson: 

Tha: fo. 
ing me the reproduc 

cola Tesla in 190); as. 
bold dream". 

e. 



Tesla gave Earle Lewis Ovington and others 

a private showing of his telautomaton at 

Madison Square Garden. Ovington was an 

assistant to Tesla and also a financial 

backer from 1898-1910. 

Ref.: Letter from John 0- Ashton, 

Sept. 22, 1953 



| 
ne 13 1053, [ Weote Stories of Notables Huebend of the take TAmnes uxt 

son Dunlap. < toler, oa @. newsuian, Mr, Dunlep be-|> Sicaae ack ‘ 

tile Gite eg Artur St|Iicame an intunate of many of the|s OSSMMe Aeheere CMs peb 

Fora iy. Funeral wetnle limen and women who performed Soko a 
teats of dating over the cataracts! five Yeery Mi Dontap ‘ 

jand in the rapids and he earned re-} i become an ate ty 1 Paar 

nown for hty coverage of the vita) SE Asem, the pis wh sar 
[here of-tameof-the world’s out. i hasumatonn and suiting! 3 16 
{] Manding figures, With” {he soul af! j been 1910 fo 1924 he was ener 

{thie historian he maintained an) steve secretary and oaedirector fs 

Teahaustive. file af all events of sig- i} | the: International Achevon (raphe Mey 

iNjficance ‘in lucal anfialy apd. the, ~S2™PeD~- ote 
index: ile and” scraphoghs an bis} SS # newsman M Drunken « 
private “morgue” were regarded av] ete MERSIN SOT TRE 

3 first Glavs reference at local: hise{ , tal, Pridges ihe "Syayara 
tory. " gr the vaat inlisitial-aid pa 

the \ so devefupment amt The mar 

ancora a eaten at. Nie wh a pravght the ‘sey of 
samera on hiy assignments and bir 
HeHOL the wold oo the cataracts, 

BER perk Fon ims messin He bevame 4 close frend pf Min 
Honunied tom Pepe ner ‘Anne, Pabon ‘Vaylor, the fist per 

ee Mest jon jo plomge over the vatatacts og 

‘ol fame am tne Septeinpersdas iM? oa pairs) amd tive to jell the 
1OVL, which brought the assavings = His qccwunt af Mr. “Taytore feat 
hou ot Prowdent William VMeRinicy. way Raced on ai ete hase pes-anal 

Uhe Pegeident Rad ovisited they ity lyatersiew with her oq few hours 
Lin te foreman of that day att) Satter “she wax rescust from the 

Mi. Dunlap was the only newsman) “Hower ciser- When Mix Taslor 
a permitted to lake pictures as the cried pennies afew Years alle} he 

: (presidential patty toured the stag * (ce aOR ee Ctnlea are ; 

PUNTA Jisse! vation, Torsbaesyriadan o° pho at ak cornl 
, 2 Of Preps Passes | BEE cas: developMbiahese. pidet teemeter 

§ GAZETTE 
be 

Monday, June — , 

Nracand”} Fa § 

thes Hflties yo the aticrooon When Mod Velped Derelop Packs | > 
Sreashed him= (Nac tne eNiel nee Nie Ratlorst grate 2 Pret 

ead heew shut nile sitendiag YM Waa Saas ae Ruttala’s Pan. \merj.ansexpesition: i Saistman i, Ee 
Wore fate Wile AL COMNLY Ot thy ame. SS ec N Wode filing written Mnis'ot (he eee Fngush channel but who 
y Visits and) the assassination ie the) SS! 3 
Een VOmmiimes Mei Yock Ic.) S tO MS egA an. AttcMpL Go. swim 

AT 92 Epiine ans othge feading jrornals he BFA. te hislewat 
‘Sent prints of the pistutes*ty poutts ; 
iShioughout the sounicy and these |". -S” anlent Republi mn wir re ates Se Le ap gave hy time and talentig the! 

“Noted od ower Once jee IRIE Sate we tree uevelonmcet of Sag 
Served Gazette, New: (7 Feltor eT Nop ic Gare ata pathy and rosdwaye 

might be “free to all mani 
eM Gndduikapay_boea, tebcuaty ever “Later ater Was Acheson Aide] + Ta. (Wf, the sun at the late Jason. yy ‘ning 

Cine ofthe must distinguohet/” | untae and Matilda Alan Dune {sian anon vl Previstent Corocer Clee 
journalists sateces in Nuwpare (fone | clap cimg a> hume joo Nauthy Main Tand amt while Pp home 

a life closely aye} | street ia the sile of ihe present! 

t 

was | n Kor attest 
€ highlights of this! Silberberg block Wes paremy came > that street's nome i Y was changed ip 

Sto this area from Nibany, ny way Cleveland avenue ‘ i hoy ful Wed Late Sate] © i if Ba the dey ae shout jot the Pie vandal, andefor many Font Kefun 
i “y Towigk yt 4 Aneary Opeiated a grocery store in, aid N bola Tesla weve ANQog soor illness of Orrin BE, Duplep.” LWhiclpoot ayenue, at that time the! OFiihe (4nyods pebonagey inter vic 
as Ni gine fu Yj main thoiuphfare of the Village es hs MEADS on ee 

jot Suypension Biadlge {their Visite hese. 
After @ publig school edivcatian Mi Dantap was marsicd gn pa9® 

The entered newspaper wark and, + & Agnes Catherine Stevenson, Si Tbrvugbout the grestenpartiol |. Pleat nce ee ee oan SCatbanines, Oat Mes. Dunlap hed, 
Ae srentht eat lade eth | Ji Nivgara Falls Gazette. Hix gery wn TAX Suesiving Mi Dunlap ape 

hf eeiwmunity i He “hea Wey ay a vorieypontenp for the y.4 Mavehtcn, Helen Agnes Duntar 
' the PMB YH New York Times and New York) at 140 sony. Caries My and 

|| press and of ths Heralt-Teansine began Nakmpe- {Atthur S Dunlap this cits. and a 
the dissemination of nema,” Tae pune. began in, (Maepe pithint son, Qenn B Dunlap, Je. 
For many yeary the HEOEROO MIE sn shel tate Frank Nutley 4, DM) 2M Cie om ‘ 

oval re T and corsesp ee be ! Paneral services Will Be held ate 
for some 2 & “P52 pm. tomorrow at the Cornell 

e ¥ j and Daggett Funeral home, with; 
the Key. Dro Atthuc H. Syhmuayer, | 
Zin -Feangelieal | ytherar church. > 
officiating, Interment, wil bet 

Jhom™s A 

many years wi 
enue, died at’ Memorial hospital, 

Dualap editor of thi. phi! 
‘Phe paper was printed ard 



of Suspension Bridge 
ara's first bridge 
built in 1897, which Today (1986) it is the oldest 

stroyed by an ice jam 
tures of President eptecber 6, 1901 to the "Falls of Niagara ican Exposition in Buffalo, N.Y, 

uring their visit 
wer development of 

t time was | 
ent. He starfad 



NEER PILOT EARLE OVINGTON, Wi 
D IN BLUE INK “ 



Santa Parbara, Calif, 
November 16, 1953 

me - >_> Dear Mr. Anderson: < 

sending me the brochure, which I have read with — ecell that my husband, at different times, sp: 88 one of the greatest electrical genius 

ank you fo: 
erest. 
icole Tes] 

to say t] Oo not understand much about electric ore taking liberty of ing on this lit nt me to ont husband's ol est and best fr. 
‘ nterested in | requency 2lmo8 

him to write you . 

ight EF me in this 



berefore taking t g_liberty of 
husband 

1c 
u sent me to one 

Dr. Fred Strong, who has k 
of his life. 

f? 

dd 
Cold Spring Tavern 7 
Santa Barbara, Caliz, 

. 
a 
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ONTHESTIO 
4 S700 LANST 

He and Other Directors of the 

Metropolitan Are Sued by 
Two Holders of a Few 

Shares of Its Stock. 

KEPT BY OFFICIAL LETTER 

FROM SELLING, THEY SAY. 

Counsel Shout, Witness Shouts, 

“and Very. Little Testimony 
Is Given by Financier, 

‘Thomes ¥. Ryan wai an all-day eT 
eae Yeeterday in the Seventh Dretrioc 
Municipal Court In & suit brougel by 
Emanuel Welland Mine Willer te 
recover (0) and E00 from Mr. Ryan, 
‘Auguet Delmont, H. H. Vreeland ani 

directers ot The Metropolitan 

HOW 

ij 

; D EL 

HE ESCAPED 
FROM SING SWE 

Lasala Says He Dropped Out 

of Line Returning from | 2umee 

Mess and Hid in the 
Blackamith Shop, 

SCALED WALL WITH PLANK 

Recaught In Brooklyn After Long | == 

Chase—Had Dydd Hie 

Hair Vermiliion, 

Hip 
flit 
=e z 
if Fe 

weft Ati ir Fi # 
atid 

a 



ITH PLANK 
ANO JUMPED INTO BOAT.) sppear 

boner live 
Bie tors 

leg Long 

Halr Vermilion, 

Chaso—Had Dysd His S
n
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Hate 

i
e
 

a Hh
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e
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E
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ge
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i 
isons. il 
Policeman, E 

ot SS 

KEPT BY OFFICIAL LETTER |SCALED WALL w: 
FROM SELLING, THEY SAY. 

Counsel Shout, Witness Shouts,|Reeaught in Brooklyn Att 
“and Very Little Testimorty 

. n
H
 

i
y
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ps
 

ua
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r
e
 

Teed was 

rai = soerlng. jm Gee he 
hs 

WIFE AIDS NO, 2 
uJ O a fe) = fa) < ke WW o) @ 

o 

Papers and | Lursst 
Pare papers in w divorce 

red with the 
Ex 

counsel to pre 
ye 

sooompanied by 1) 
action. 

(Continued from First Page) 
Wormley No. 1. was charmed by Mrs. + of, 



ESTATE OF VINCENT ASTOR 
405 PARK AVENUE 
NEW YORK 22. N.¥ 
ELDORADO s-\ woo 

July 19, 1961 

Mr. Leland Il. Anderson 
1615 East River Terrace 
Minneapolis 14, Minnesota 

Dear Mr. Anderson: 

Your letter of July 3rd to Mr. Lockwood 

has been referred to me. 

lam sorry to tell you that the brochure 

you are seeking is not in our possession. 



er place of rich 
Isoric gold mine 







ALBERT J. PHILLIPS 
20 BOWSPRIT LANE 

OS ORS ESE X NRLOIIIAK M EIOK X 

Longboat Key, F1.33547 
' February 10, 1979 

_ sarsaret Sheney 
5% San Juan Canyon Road 

San Juan Bautista, Ca. 95045 
Dear is, Cheney: 

Your letter of January 15th arrived while I was in South 
America, hence the delay in replying to 1t. I recall 
Quite clearly meeting with Dr. Tesla and working with hin 
on-his process for degasifying copper in the period 1932- 
1933 I would suess. 

Dr. Tesla, who at that time was, of course, well establibed 
as a «reat scientist, came to the American Smelting and 
fining Co. with the concept that mas bubbles dispersed 
m @ liquid were under pressure cuch high than those coz 

Putec by the accepted theories and he believed that ras 
wes, say of air or nitroren, if small enoush, would 
the same density as copper in the liquid form and thaf 
bubbles did indeed exist in liquid copper and that 

Could te reiO\ek, copper of superlative properties 
@ produced. AY 

lizits. 
Anuboy, ¥ J 
he wished to 

copper to an; 
difference 

inner but he was 



ALBERT J. PHILLIPS 
620 BOWwSPRIT LANE 

JOS RESO X MAO Mean 
Longboat Key, F1. 33542 

February 10, 1979 
FS. warseret cheney 335% San Juan Canyon Road San Juan Sautista, Ca. 950h5 
Dear is, Cheney: 

Your letter of January 15th arrived while I was in South 
America, hence the dela. y I recall quite clearly meeting w: 

ing with him 
on his p z Copper in the period 1932- 1933 I would : 

mrs Tesla, who at that tine Was, of course, well establihed scientist, came to the America » with the concept that ras bu 

eved that cas 
enoush, would 

n the liquid form and thay d exiat in liguia Copper and that » Copper of superlative properties 

ence 1 ‘0. the financial Support of | ork officials nd I as Superintent of the. legated to Derform such within certain financiaz Laboratories in Perth Z ngs €@n apparatus that “he wished to — e wu Prove his theories, 
_ It became app at ile Dr, Tesla was 
_ & brillant elec’ ist, very little about 
‘ tall 

c nim that the apparatus shad A] 
1d not © Copper and could ppe) : mt under 



subjectect 
ato the Tesla 

funds 4Dpropriateq for the Tesearch had been 
run, after About a yea 

@iscontin Ts work the experiments 
ued and Dr/, 6 : 

Tesla and [ rted still the 

best of friends 
~ 

His 
Tey were poorl 

Correctly, 
ectric Co, 

Je anuary 
talls of 

experiment 
° come 



23 Quaker Path, Box Bx 
Stony Brook, N.Y. 11790 
December 11.1968 

As Bob Morris mentioned to you, | staid 

Yorker hotel part of the time for ‘several years. 

tesla there in the lobby of the 

ortunity to talk to him and 

4 x On his birthday, lesla used to outline 

is predictions to the hotel bellboys. I recall 

eof the bellboys told me that tesla said that he 

d an energy ray that would instantly disintegrate 

at a considerable distance ! . 

Mrse ler of Wading River inter 

me “tig taMe in connection ¥ 

for the Island Forum on 

Island". owing of my interest jesla, 

of yas story "Wardenclyile, A Por feite: 

with great interest. it contained consic¢ 

that I had not previously known. 

| first visited Yesiats 

Shoreham about 1920, At that time, there were 

equipment still there, such as "tesla Coils. 

2 
Testa made many important ¢ yAtributio 

“¢o the electric industey, such as the induction motor ar 

iternating current power distribution system nov if universal 

e. However, he was way ahead off the art in his attempts to 

y ss. Someday it should be possible 

ransmit power by wirele 

to transmit appreciable Amounts of power over mo -rate 

microwave or laser beams. 

Many thanks for sending me a reprint of 

our Tesla stony. Your proposed book should be very interesting 

{ regret at i do not have any information about Tesia 

+ would be helpiu! to you. 

Sincerely yOurss 

Or Af Siiiane— 

li. fi. Beverage
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makes it easy for 
eir mail to you. 



CONSTRUCTORS 80 BRoap STREET 
NEw YORK 4 

TELEGRAPHIC ADDR EDs } WHITENGECO NEW voRK 
July 29, 1953 

oe 
etter oy July 16 re br. Nikola esla = P regret to advis Ou thet 



August 

Gano Dunn (F'15 50) interna- Paul N. Bergquist tionally known engineer and buh (M48), broadcast gon. 
New York, the Thomas A. Edison sultant, has been appointed ficld sales repre- 

n Medal of the Amen ite OF Katttive for broadcast equipment for the 

aad president of the J.G, White Eng Electrical Engineers thee See RGA Victor Division of the Radio Corpor” 
neering Corpo- Medal of Columbia University; Hu tion of America, 7 
‘ation of New ver Medal of the National Login” Mr. Bergquist was born in Spokane, 

City, ing Soci Societies, Modern, Pioneer Awa Wash., on October 8, 1919, He received she 
died recently” of the National Association of Mant BS. degree in electrical engineering tre 

F Dunn facturers, and the Peter Cooper Ment] State College, Pullman, Wash.. int 1943 
Was born in *. 

During his college years he Was a radio op- 

New York City of the Cooper Union, erator for various northwestern radia aye, 
‘on October 18, 

‘ 7 tions, 1870, He res Se tadeted In 1942 he joined the U.S. Navy asa rac 
ceived the BS. 

dar officer and attended ra lar school at 
degree — from 

Harvard University and Massachusetts [1- 
he College of 4 5 stitute of Technology. He served asa train, 

Gano Duxy fee oleae 
t y 

the ¢ f 
ing and maintenance officer and later as staff 

New York in Se, ar oficas ar ie Naval Air Advanced 

1889, an bia University 
aieiooanaees jpiaining Command responsible for the train- 

in 1891 he ‘fiee president of the Pan-Ameriegn a, ing in and maintenance of radar of nineteas 
warded ety, capt - Naval Air stations, nan 
He later ; 

After separating from the service in 1946, New vo ale, pad he [Me Beebe ai nino H ) ‘ssociates, later a part- a inemak Academy of Sciences, and ner of Gillett and Bergquist 
ing graduation, Mr D in Crocker-Wheeler € Breast sanvervag —_ + 

issisted in the desi | ered brs, transformers an 
Onti tus. He subse- 

nj 

Mr. Dunn was a fellow of the 

Major William S. Dawson (\'49) has as- gumed command of the 1300th Student a wadron of the Air Resupply and Commu 
ty, Phi Beta Kap ions Service, Mountain Home Air Force i Beta Pi, and Delta 

Japan, 
R 

Is throughout the: 
been Deputy Di- at position was ig the past sixteen years. jor served in military cal and communicatioy - a commanding officer of an fon and at the Headquarters 

Air Corps. is a member of the Amer= ic rican Institute 
ical Society, 
ncement of 

onautics 
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io 1028, at which ne Helwagieme  ppeebe low af the La yicetee. Dr. September 28, 1880, And recived the deerme 

ehin electromagnetic deren. Iynysig BUBB Was a fellow of the ta ee Redio of electrical engineer from the in Tat 

a ae pa Engincers, the Royal Microscopy Society, tute of Tee hnology, Stockholin, in 1903. tt 
se es, World War TI Begme |e wat honorary toc a#emy of Sciences, then jonene Weste concerned with the development and manus cquipment for usc 

Sceretary for t) ra Electric Company + to do developmen 
ie United — New York, N.Y. 

facture of radar and sonar 
Atal work {gp leading coils and balanced toll cahley 

by the Armed Forces. Following the war he = 4 He fee es e London, England, in Society = . “uropean transmission engin 
became science editor ! * eS ciety OF A fer Engineers, He had cha 

| Record. Active in the i ’ 
cr. ge of the systems planning of the ; Sciences, America” first londed long-distance cable installed cn 

Dr. ‘Tebaeeeee : q 4 Europe, which linked London and Bir 
Section (1950-51 is ming- 5 as ham, England. In 1916 he returned ta Ne 
mittee on Basie Sei Scien < York City to continue with transmission 
and Eleetronies Co-ordina : 2 Xi, studies and design work. During 1918 he 
(1948-49), s 

Supervised the reconstruction of the tele. Phone transmission line between Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo, Brazil, the first in Brazil to be equipped with repeaters and and loaded toll entrance cables, Mr. Evike son returned ta London in 1919 to what was then the International Western Electric Company and was to become the Inter. national Standard Electric Corporation in 1925. In 1928 he became assistant vice. 

(AM 91, M94, B12, 41M 745, Life), president, J._G, White Corporation, New York, Nu¥.. President of the < Dr. the European commercial department. From 1938 to his retirement in 1950, Mr. Erikson served. asa director of A. B. Standard Radiofabrik of MEE, Dr. Dunn had served. as presi- Si {4911-12}, vice-president (1900-02, 7), and manager (1897-1900, 1992 an: the following Institute commit- in the United Principles of Professional. coming secretary in 1934 
n the communi- (ISTE ei oRiand Steel Indus- ber of the Institgtinn of Electrical Engi 

field, Dr. ic Policy, (1914-17, Great Britain, and the < 7)5 Edison Medal foreningen. 

Gano Dunn 
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» and graduated the projects constructed 
= ty in 

United States Naval Oil Base at on th Sis “bachelor 
and Man Westinghouse Electric 
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» Dr. Leland I, Anderson *. 
‘he Tesla Society a “) ‘ 
Box 1,088 \ 
Minneapolis i, Minnesota 

Dear Dr. Anderson: - 

In accordance ¥ your letter of October 8th 
Society and enclosing here= 
ommunication, 

+ 

for the reaso: 
= 
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Prilastite, Frc . 

a, 

AJL 10, 5-2 { 

Dre Leland I, Anderson { ie . < 
| ~ ' The Tesla Society a ae 

Box ae = 
eP% Minneapolis 1h, yinnesota ——<— 

Dear Dr. Anderson: 

In accordance Ah your letter of October 8th, I have 
the Society and am en = 

th a copy of this i 
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> —: a mares» an MA At 
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i Liebdma, 
eo Technisay Director 

Y Distillers Corp, Avenue 

@ pleasure to talk with you during your lis chapter or the ManuBertot Soelety of your very interesting collection, prised to discover that you had Ja Tesla some Years ago. 

celebration, 1 be requested, 

i the Audio 
T will try 
elate your 

Tesla 
- Such 
links 
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TELEPHONE CHICKERING 4-2200 

ber 11, 1955 
ie 10/11/65-1 

qd 
G nee . 

MY acquainta, 

recollection, to 

Uy ith Dr, Nikola Tesla dates back, to the best of my recollection, a I n = hi dates or the substance of my 

conversat. toner: ae no written records of either the 2 80 that T will have to rely entirely to my memory, 
Vice President and General Ma; dliate of General Motors Co: ‘sten, contact points 

nager of the Independent Lamp and 
rporation, engaged in the manufacture 
» and other tungsten and molybdenum 

company was Mr, Nathan Hofheimer, a capitalist who had at various 
been engaged in the financial support of various inventors, had been referred to Mr, Hofheimer, T believe, by Dr. McFarlard, who had invented 

ney luminous tube light, He had some Connection with the General Electric 

t but had also received financia im the sa 1 assistence from ir, Hofheimer, who represented 
‘le of his invention to foreign countries, 

Since imer had no technical training, he commissioned me to interview Tesls and 

then mae ny recommendation, 
Tesla was then nearly sixty years old but appeared to be younger and 
He was tall, Sparse, and bubbling over with enthusiasm, ie hag come to Hofheimer for 
financial Support for research and development of his id 

Unfortunately, his ideas, at that time, were va gue and nebulous, thet electric impulses coulc be sent wit He only knew for fact 
hout wires, and he Visualized the adaptation of 

the principle to the transmission of electric power, 
I clearly remember him stating that he could foresee the erectio: station n ar a source of hydroelectric Power, and the b; 

it beyond seeing the Possibility of such accomplishments, uch less practical data, which would indicate the irection of the 
to conduct, nor could he give any estimates of co: 

Saree cr vire ane au ext Gen an ates *AUIWoM2€8 To Mowiry on wares 
IED RT AN EXECUTIVE OFFicER oF yn 



urces, we felt that too uncertain, and we 
1d not und 

iy regret; 

t more definite ide: ereako ht finan fully ce him 
8 and Proposals, 

unless he Would be able 

AS stated above, 7 have, unfortunately, no documentary 
and our discussion: evidence of Teslats Plans ing them, If there should 
which T can give be any particular Point on it hesitate to write me again, 

Sincerely yours, 

0. MMM i Whe, 
As Me Liebmann 

"a AJL:de 
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THE CATHEDRAL CHURCH Of ST - JOHN CATHEDRAL HEIGHTS, NEW eee a Ss. { 

3 | THE REVEREND EDWARD N. WEST, D.D., tL!” 
CANON SACRIST 7 

Dear Mr. Anderson: , . ’ i 

Bishop Manning, Dr. Hardy, Father 
attendance at Tesla’s funeral. The funeral took | 
in the afternoon on Tuesday, the 12th of al 

‘ lucted by The Very Reverend Dushan ikleto 
nown Tesla, and the funeral was held here at 
ities, since the Serbs had not as yet their sple: 
. Bishop Manning consented to have the funeral he ly 

ng that the ould be no political speeches made 
ed up for the avowed purpose of making 
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Mr. Leland M, Roth 
(0 Fountain Street 



Mr. Leland M, Roth 
250 Fountain Street 
New Haven, Conn. 06500 

Deor Lelond: 

fom truly sorry thatyou ond the Schaberts weren't able to make It over to our house last Sunday, 

As I sald on the phone, | found nothing that would be of real I 
you In the loose leaf book at home 
of Information that | have 
looking at a number of old pl 
building. There was, In fact, ad 
on the North side. This would seem 
photograph on the cover of Leland 
from another 

this was filled tn 
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‘Times-Mirror Syndicate 
Los Angeles, California 

PROFILES IN SCIENCE by Patrick and Getze 

RELEASE DATE: On or after December 9-10, 1961 

NIXOLA TESLA 

Nikola Tesla was not only a great genius of electrical science, but a great genius 

of incorruptible individuality as well. 

His name was a household word in the cerly years of this century after his invention 

of the induction motor and his perfection of the principle of the rotary magnetic field 

used in transmitting electric power from Magara Falls. 

Tesla invented and improved dynamos, transformers, induction coils, condensers, 

arc end incandescent lamps, and lamps that uscd electrically charged gas and were the 

forerunners of modern fluorescent lights and neon tubes. 

Tesla is also credited by many scientists with laying the scientific foundation 

for such inventions as the wireless, the wireless or “peam" transmission of electrical 

, of many of the machines of today's automation and of the cyclotron used to 

the atom. 

‘s individualism was was Characterized by the "grand gesture. en 

pid segue good jobs ae his disagrements with his employers. One of his 

bitterest gu s was with — Edison. 
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Despite Ken Swezey's interest in and gift for taking pictures of others, there are relatively few of him, 

The first and earliest does have noted on the back that it'was taken at 
the time of his graduation from grammar school. This was the last 
formal education that he had, A truly remarkable young man, as he 
appears in the photograph, he found that formal education was much 
too pedantic for his intellectual progress. His mother made sure that 
on his lapel he displayed in a point of prominence his Sunday School 
pin reflecting regular attendance in Sunday School. 





The third picture where Ken is standing before a set of the encyclopedia 
in his flat at 163 Milton’Street in Brooklyn has no indication of when it 
was taken but from his appearance I would assume that it was during the 

1920's. 
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____NIKOLA TESLA . 
Pathfinder of the Electrical Age << 

i iat ith de possible the first large-scale harnessing = _ 

the Teale coil,’ so i Today, practically all the electricityin 

demonstrations in the sch ry. A in 1,000 billion kwhr 

power ers Ha Ee and turned back into. 

ate not only aid much e p Tesla tor and system. 

4 the future Atomic =o 
pase of electric 

ition at West = 



d America’s foremost champion of alternating current, Tesla’s 

hes. motor scemed the missing key to a-¢ supremacy. By the 

rt a end of July, Westinghouse had acquired rights to the poly. 

otary _ phase patents and to Tesla’s services. 

‘The Tesla polyphase motor, however, proved to contain 
all the headaches and heartaches of an invention ahcad of 

me, In the first place, it was not an isolated device that 

[run by hitching it to an existing a-cline. It was part | 

ofa whole new method for the generation, transmission, and | 

ilization of power. To sell the motor, Westinghouse 

d first have the job of selling Tesla’s radical new system. 

‘THE SPLIT-PHASE MOTOR 

i mura torleee ro To utp our in the meantime, Tesla invented the split- 

ge ager SedipReaNe i se motor, an ingenious adaptation that made one phase 

step with each of the work of two. Even this motor would not work well 

1 the 133-cycle current then in use. After long and 

experimentation, Westinghouse engineers finally 

led to change the central station frequency to suit the 

‘The frequency settled on was 60 cycles, the one 

rd for general use. 
to work on his own. festinghouse’s bi to introduce the polyphase 

plans, he was system came in 1892 wl he was awarded the contract to 
By 1887, how- light the Chicago Worl ir of 1893. For this job he 

generators from twenty- 

up by a transformer, sent ove 
wn again by transformers, H 

yn and synchronous 

mps and run split-phase I 
iptability of the system, a rotary con’ 

ternating current into direct c 
motor, - 
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they were to light, and others 

to form words or names, as 
in modern display lighting. 
Tesla displayed some of his 
neon-type tubes in his personal 
exhibit at the 1893 World’s 

Fair. 

Among other achievements, 
he devised a turbine with 

smooth parallel blades and 

synchronous. electric clocks 
which he hoped some day to 
power as well as synchronize 
by radio. He also attempted 
to transmit power wirelessly by 

disturbing the electrical charge 
of the earth. Before Marconi 
had flashed his famous ‘“‘S” 

across the Atlantic, Tesla 

talked of a ‘World Wireless” 

system which not only would 

send messages, but also would 
connect all the telephone ex- 
changes and stock tickers on 

the globe, send facsimiles of 

photos, checks, and records, 

and inaugurate a system of 
world printing. At the turn 
of the century, he ade- 
tailed description of radio 
broadcasting that blossomed 
forth several decades later. 

INSPIRATION TO OTHER PIONEERS 

BESIDES HIS PERSONAL ACCOMPLISHMENTS and the count- 

less fertile ideas which he scattered for others to harvest, 

‘Tesla’s lectures and writings insp! 

‘with ambition 
any man who 
phy, De Forest stat 

m the first clear intin 
sh that was later to 
Dunn assisted Tesla 

Fig. 2. Interior of Power House No. 1 of the Niagara Falls Power Company, at the turn of the 

century, the éleetrical wonder of the world, Installed in the years 1895-99, the ten 5,000-hp 

generators shown here are still in operation. 

Dr. Robert Millikan, Prof. John B. Whitehead, Major 

Edwin Armstrong, Dr. E. F. Northrup, Count von Arco, 
Andre Blondel, Jonathan Zenneck, D. McFarlan Moore, 

Charles F. Scott, are among others who have publicly 

acknowledged a similar debt. 

Thomas GC. Martin’s book, ‘‘Inventions, Researches and 
Writings of Nikola Tesla,” published in 1894, was often the 

main source of stimulation. Of this, Armstrong wrote at 
the time of Tesla’s death in 1943, “. . . one can imagine 
the inspirational effect of the book forty years ago on a boy 
about to study the electrical art, Its effects were profound 
and decisive.” In 1894, Moore—who later developed one 
of the earliest practical tube lights, the Moore Light—told 
T. GC. Martin that this book would still be a classic a hundred 

hence. 

Tn 1931, when Tesla was turning 75, it was my privilege 

letters of birthday greetings from pioneers in radio 
from all over the world. Dr. B. 

more 

or melting meta 
v's ideas. Using 

\ 



before the AIEE, the Franklin | 
Institute, the National Elec- 
tric Light Association, the 
Royal Institution, the Institu- 
tion of Electrical Engineers in 
London, and so on—were 
world renowned. After his 
lectures in England and 
France, in 1892, the Electrical 
World spoke of “the laurels 
still fresh that were accorded : 
him by the savants abroad, ; 
the equal of which have been 
accorded to no one before 
while living.” His lecture be-_ 
fore the National Electric 
Light Association i St. Louis, 
in 1893, had tc 
from the 

| 

| 
‘Reprinted from Electrical World, July 11, 

Columbia University, May 20, 1891, 

Prof. André 
pleasure of assisting at t 
the Société Francaise de 
you all the notables 0 

development of high frequer cy cl 
daatag the medical field th 
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Reprinted from Electrical World, July 77,7897 

e AIRE at Columbia University, May 20, 1891. Fig. 3. Nikola Tesla lecturing before th 





Kenneth Swezey has the knack of sim- 

plifying science for the layman. Based on 

experiments he has performed himself, his 

articles and photographs in LIFE, THE SAT- 

URDAY EVENING POST, COLLIER’S, 

and popular science magazines have been 

praised for their accuracy and popular ap- 

peal. His science interests began at nine 

when he built a wireless receiving set; later 

he set up a chemical lab in the kitchen, 

buying his supplies at the local drugstore. 

When he was eleven, he sold his first science 

article. In the last 22 years, Mr. Swezey has 

written 1500 articles which have appeared 

in various mewspapers and m 
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transatlantic speed records, arrives at her home port of New York, N.Y. The ship is 
“Largest and fastest passenger vessel ever built inthis country, the S. S, United States K: oe 

luxury liner conforming to the standards of the United States Navy. She can be converted, if necessary, to carry about 14,000 troops. 

The S. S. United States, after breaking 
in marine engincering and plannin, 

770 Interest Bags WER Exectricat ENGINEERING 



other clouds, or to look at the ground ahead 
and below his airplane. 

The vertical fan position is used for 
navigation and shows a picture of the ground 
up to a distance of 200 miles ahead of and 
to cither side of the aircraft. 

‘The equipment is also designed to supple- 
ment landing approach equipment by 
Biggin out airfields pay nde certain 
conditions, runways. ition, it_pro- 
vides the plloghMiEMMIGIEBle GES offen 
other landing and instruments in 
the airplane, and with any directions that 
he may receive by radio from ground 
approach officers. 

The antenna is mounted on a special 
platform which can be controlled by a 

in stationary, so that the 

aireraft maneuvers, the pilot still receives 
a true picture of the ground and air ahead, 

hough his airplane may be momen- 

passengers, and its a 
© safety measure practically 

necessary to na’ 

orders dealing with its operation is installed 
in duplicate. 

One of the most unusual features of the 
United States is its all-aluminum radar mast, 
on which are located the two antennas for 
the ship's electronic eyes, These radar 
units, which may be operated singly or 
simultaneously, on long or short range, will 
‘enable the ship to sail safely through fog 
and darkness. The ship is equipped with 
an echo-depth sounder for calculating the 
depth of the water. A gyro-pilot enables 
the ship to be steered automatically with 
no help from the helmsman should it be 

to do so. 

The opened ot closed position of each of 
the ship’s many watertight doors and fire- 
screen doors is indicated on a panel located 
in the damage control station, ‘and the 
damage control officer may, if the need 

individual or all watertight or 
loors from this location, 

fice power aboard 
‘is alternating cw 

d in the design of 
¢ commercial tan! 

weight of 

SS. 

would be considerably less 
id that many thousands 

of pounds would be saved in the weight of 
cable for the electric power distribution 
systems because of the reduction in size of 
copper conductors and in the reduced weight 
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Es ist schwer, mit 
artige Persénlichkeit zy 
Schaffen von seinem Leben 
werden kann, weil man nur sOwseine wissznschaft- lichen Erfolge wie auch Seine finanziellen Mib- erfolge verstehen kann. Er war Techniker und zu- gleich Idealist. Die Technik war ihm ein Mitel, 
soziale Ziele zu erreichen, der Mens it zu helfen. Dieser Technik hatte er sich verschy 
Liebe zu ihr ging so weit, daB er 
Kraft widmete und sich deshalb \ 

eschlechte fernhielt, da er der Mei 
Ils er geheiratet hiitte, 

worden wire. So lebte 
zuriickgezo; id 



auch seine Gesundheit. Man kann nicht behaupten, 

daf er eine kriiftige Konstitution sein eigen nennen — 

durfte, Als Kind und auch noch in jungen 

war er oft nahe daran, sein Leben frithzei 

beenden. Die Krankheiten, die Tesla 

waren eigencr Art, Es scheint fast so, 

Nerven durch seine intensive Gediich' 

Vampyre seinen Kérper ausgesaugt i 

allein seine gute Erbmasse immer 
ankungen davonget 

; n vielen Krankheiten 

c en an Intelligenz weit i 

Sein sehnlichst tunsch war, Techniker, und 

Elektrotechniker z , 

Hochschule, die er ae ie 
Zeit, 
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motor. Es war fiir ihn einer 
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ine Erfindung war dem 

“aa Bae oN actly er sie 

Y &. Patente aufteilen muBte. Sein Vortrag vor 

fi ‘American Institute of Electrical ee in 

New York, der den Titel trug: »Hin neues ys 3 

[ von Wechselstrommotoren und -transformatoren i 

weltberiihmt geworden. Die Westinghouse Com- 

i ny hatte sofort die Vorteile des Wechselstrom- , 

dey Metin W Wass erkannt und erwarb Teslas simtliche Patent- 
r BtoB Rit rechte. Tesla arbeitete jetzt in dieser Gesellschaft. 
7War kein i Ein groBes Stiick seines Lebenswerkes hatte er dami 

‘ampf War, a 4 vollendet. ’ . 
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den, da diese auf seine wohliiberlegten Ratschlage nicht eingehen wollten. Er verlieB verargert Pitis- 
burg und arbeitete wieder allein weiter. Westing- 
house war mittlerweile durch Finanzmanéver der Gegner in groBe finanziclle Schwierigkeiten geraten. 
VertragsgemaB hiitte Westinghouse an Tesla Lizenz- gebiihren in der Hohe von ca. 12 Mill:onen Dollar \ zablen miissen, was ihm in der damaligen Situation unmoglich war, Tesla jedoch verzichtete in dank- barer Erinnerung daran, dab Westinghouse der ein- 

croffne' t 
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uf jede weiter 
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Electrical Review 
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ee T < - auch dazu schon den Gna 1893 bis 1598 aa Selegt. Leslas Vortriige zihlten z den interessant em are sten Erlebnissen fiir die Bachwett ue = q — der 
telle Geschicklichkeit, seine kiihnen Gedanken liefen Teiche b, die Zuhérer immer neue Sensationen erleben, Immer dener Apparat § Fadi boten seine Vorlesungen Neues, In New York alle, ich 
London, in Paris, iiberall groBte Erfolge, _ eit, dag P linen of ' " 
Jahre 1893 durfte er es erleben, daB die 

~stellung, die aus AnlaB der 400. Wieder 

) Jahrestages der Entdeckung ae 
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DaB es bei all diesen Erfolgen nicht an Neidern 

und solchen, die den Ruhm Teslas schmiilern woll- 

ten, fehlte, ist selbstverstindlich. SchlieBlich aber 

muBte man doch der Wahrheit die Ehre geben und 
anerkannte Tesla als den umstrittenen Erfinder des 
Mehrphasensystems. 1897 erschien in der Zeitschrift 

»Electrical Review“ ein Interview mit Tesla, in dem 
F in a ee re radiotechnischen Entdeckun- 
en legte. 2, : In a 
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Rede Sr. Ma 
Re igenberges, 

anliBlich der Verleihung der Ehrenmitgliedschaft der 
Akademie der bildenden Atinste Wien an Ivan 
MeStrovic 
Text.) 

Vor fiinfzig Jahren War es gewesen, als der junge 
wea Mestrowiedy, die Bildhauer-Sehule 

Professor Edmund Hellmer- an unserer Akademie 
aufgenommen wurde, Der Oberlieferung nach war sein GroBvater das 
erste Oberhaupt der Familie Sewesen, das nicht um 
die Freihejt des Lebens, das n. Eisengraue Berge und Winde streichen, in Talern und Mulden Griin von Bauern- und We iiber allem der Himmel des Siidens — Natur, die seine Kindheit umgeben hat, er mit der sehnsiichtigen Neugier seiner jun Schaf- und Ziegenherden Rehiitet_und y, und ihren Dingen getriitumt, 

itit der Menschen, — Erde trigt, seine Seele gefiillt, Sei dyes \ 
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chte ex div 

Weite seines Toneren mit Dingen deg Wissens und der Bildung zu fiillen, Tm Hause eines Schulmeisters hatte er Unterkunft gefunden, Nach rastloser Tages- arbeit saB er hier bis tief in dic Nacht hinein tiber Biicher und Arbeiten, die dicge Kleine Welt ip geben konnte, Hier erlebte er manche Anes ie seiner frithen Begabung; aber auch die ersten Leide 
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ebenso die heiBen Kriifte seines Horzens und seiner 
Begabung, die schon go frih Alles in jene Bahnen 
mn 2wingenWwuibten, dieksotier Sendung als Kiinstlor 
und Mensch Entfaltane und Aulstiog haben bringen 
kinnen. Ohne eine andere Sprache, aly die seines 
Volkes zu Sprecheny "War ep nach Wien gekommen, 
Seine: Ginner und Freunde bemiihten sich hier, ihm 
die Vorbildung zur Aufnahme an “nsercr Akademie 
zutell’ werden 21 lassen, Doy Wiener Bildhauer 
Konig, der darun angegangen wurde, gab erst seine 
Bereitschaft hiezu, als or das verlingende, Aus reichen 
Tiefen deg Thneren kommende Brennen jn den 
Augen do 
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MEP Zug seines g “zens, als er, ym einer in angstvo ie Fenster Seines Ateliers stoBe Weg in die Freiheit zu verhelfen, und mit vollem Einsatz  seines Mi Kleine Tier zu Werke 
die Hand brach, 

Stets bedacht, der Heimat und ihren Menschen dort zu helfen, hat er veranlaBt, dab der Gub seiner fiir Chicago bestimmten Indianer-Denkmiiler in der GieBerwerkstiitte der Zagreber Akademie durch- geftihrt wurde, Und jetzt, wo er daran ist, dem ce New York ein groBangelegtes Pe ee die Opfer des Weltkrieges, fiir das die israe ‘* Gemeinde yon New York ee & 
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May 8, 1979 

Mr. Lee Anderson 
2525 South Meade Street 
Denver, Colorado 80219 

Dear Mr. Anderson: 

Replying to your letter of April 25th, while we did not have any 
special prints made of Nikola Tesla drawing, I am happy to enclose 
our artist's original drawing. 
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Fel Dave Archer's paj 
= INT prangs have been featured in OMNI MAGAZINE and are now appearing on the popular 5 . ee PICTURES TV Show, “Star Trek, The Next Generation” His amazing technique of painting 
33 

glass with 
, 

i 
H = ly been honored with the 4 a million volts of electricity has been featured on over 150 TV Shows. He has recently ; d Tst one man show in the history of Hayden Planetarium in Central Park in New Cad 

show will run through June of 1991 . 
PRE-PUBLICATION OFFER 

“Starry Haven’ is a limited edition of 650 photo offset lithographic reproductions from an original reverse glass 
Painting by Dave Archer. It is printed on heavy, 120 Ib., acid free, Brilliant Art Gloss Cover paper. There 
are no artists proofs. The image size is 19%" x 32" with a 2” white border. (Full paper size is 23%” x oe ) . 
The print is signed and numbered above the white border to allow for matting off the border. A Certificate of 
Authenticity will be sent with each reproduction. 
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